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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHIN GTON

August 13, 1976

~&

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CANNON

FROM:

JUDITH RICHARDS HOP~ )II'J,,

SUBJECT:

Aviatio n Noise

•

I attach a copy of the packag e on aviatio n noise which Jim
Connor sent to you.
It contain s OMB's first decisio n memo
(Tab A), OMB's second decisio n memo (Tab B) and Bill Gorog' s
draft decisio n memora ndum (Tab C) .
The second OMB decisio n memora ndum contain s three option s:
1. Bill Colema n's propos al; 2. Defer decisio n ; and 3.
limited role which would require the airline s to meet noise
standa rds but provide no financi ng method to assist them.
The Gorog draft presen ts 8 option s, includi ng three OMB
option s. Neithe r memoran dum reflec ts curren t agency views
nor senior staff opinion s on the variou s option s presen ted.
In accorda nce with your sugges tion, I propos e to consol idate
these two memora nda into one.
It could be circula ted in
quick interag ency review for commen ts.
I will then incorpor ate these views and send the docume nt by courri er to
Kansas City or Vail.

Approv e

Disapp rove

Attachm ent

Digitized from Box 1 of the James M. Cannon Files at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library

---

THE WHITE HOUSE

..

WASHINGTON

August 13, 1976

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CANNON

FROM:

JIM CONNORJ ~):

SUBJECT:

Proposed Aviation Noise
Policy Statement

As you are aware Secretary Coleman wishes to issue an aviation
noise policy statement by September 1, when he is scheduled to
testify before the House Aviation Subcommittee on the Administrtion's
noise policy.
The first decision memorandum on this subject was prepared by
OMB on July 19.
Comments received in staffing indicated that a
revision of the memorandum was necessary prior to submitting to
the President. (See TAB ~
The second decision memorandum written on this subject was prepared
by OMB on August 12. (See TAB B)
Some staff members feel options offered in this memorandum are too
limited.
For this reason, Bill Gorog prepared an additional decision
memorandum (See TAB C)
A consolidated package must be prepared for the President on this
important issue and you are requested to coordinate this effort.
A courier will be leaving here for Kansas City on Tuesday, August 17
-approximately 2 P.M. - and this decision memorandum should be
on it.
cc =

Jim Lynn (Don Ogilvie)
Bill Gorog

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20503

JUL 19 1976

ACTION
P~ENT

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE

FROM:

JameAynn

SUBJECT:

Proposed Aviation Noise Policy Statement

Secretary Coleman wishes to issue an aviation noise policy statement
as soon as possible. He proposes to announce a major new program to
curb aircraft noise and stimulate new plane production. The following
discussion covers the background of the aviation noise issue, presents
options concerning what the policy statement should say, and discusses
the financing choices associated with one of the options.
A.

Issuance of Statement
Background
-- The extent of the aviation noise problem varies widely,
basically depending upon proximity of residential areas to
airports (e.g., LaGuardia Airport in New York causes
annoyance to over a million people, Dulles to 3,500). In
all, about six million people are significantly affected
by airport noise.
For several years environmental groups and airport-adjacent
residents have pushed for federal aircraft noise reduction
action. Their ranks have recently been joined by local
airport authorities who are liable for noise damages and
have lost several damage suits.
-- The main federal action to date has been issuance of noise
standards for new aircraft in 1969. However, given the
longevity of jet aircraft, over 75% of the current air
carrier fleet does not meet the standards.
For purposes of considering the noise problem, aircraft
can be divided into three groups:
1) The original jets (e.g., B-707 and DC-8 types which are
the noisiest) made before the issuance of federal standards.
These aircraft make up about 25% of the commercial jet fleet.
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2) Later versions {e.g., 8-727, DC-9) which are less noisy
but still don't meet the 1969 standards. About half of
all airline planes are in this category.
3) Most recent model types, such as the 8-747 {wide body},
and later model B-727s and DC-9s which comply with the
federal standards. These make up the remaining 25% of the
jet fleet.
-- There are many ways to reduce aviation noise which are practiced
to different degrees at present. Chief among them are:
1) Imposition of a jet ban or night curfew {e.g., such as at
Washington National). This is the most effective method,
but is not widespread due to the service reduction and
accompanying financial loss it can entail.
2) Operational techniques such as earlier power reduction on
takeoff {e.g., Northwest reduces power at 1,000 instead of
the usual 1,500 feet), runway use adjustments, schedule
adjustments to avoid the use of the noisiest types of planes
at close-in airports {e.g., at LaGuardia Airport, use of
B-707 and DC-8 planes is prohibited).
3) Land purchase, sound proofing buildings and local zoning
measures.
4) Retrofit of existing aircraft engines with sound-absorbing
material or replacement of the engines with quieter ones.
5) Retirement of the older, non-standard meeting aircraft and
replacement with new, quieter airplanes.
Options
There are three major courses of action regarding what basic
policy statement should be issued. The options differ in the
emphasis they place on the noise reduction methods stated above.
The options are:
1) Issue the statement and include in it a 6-10 year, $3.5
billion program funded mainly by an environmental surcharge.
This would stimulate additional private sector financing to
replace the noisiest aircraft with new technology and retrofit some of the later model planes to meet the 1969 standards.
2) Defer making a policy statement for a few weeks to permit a
paper to be presented to you which compares the costs and
effectiveness of various noise abatement options.
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3) Issue a policy statement which limits the federal regulatory role to that which is attainable within the airlines•
own resources.
Discussion of Options
Option #1--This option would require most commercial aircraft
operating in the U.S. to meet the 1969 noise standards within
6-10 years. It is intended that the oldest, noisiest jets
(B-707s, DC-Bs) would be replaced with a new, higher technology_
aircraft while the later model, non-standard planes (e.g., B-727s,
DC-9s) would be retrofitted with sound absorbing material. The
statement would also delineate the responsibilities of state and
local authorities for taking certain actions (e.g., zoning) to
limit aircraft noise exposure. A fuller discussion of this option
can be found in Attachment A, prepared by DOT.
Key arguments in favor of this option are:
-- It would significantly lower aircraft noise levels over 4-10
years and take action on the long standing noise problem.
-- By taking affirmative federal action on the noise problem, it
could ease the pressure on local airport authorities to
establish curfews and other operating restrictions which, if
widespread, would be disruptive to air travel.
-- Replacing the noisiest aircraft would create sizable orders
for new aircraft and could stimulate airframe manufacturers
into launching new, advanced aircraft types with improved
fuel efficiency as well as quieter engines. Employment in the
aerospace industry would also rise substantially and the
competitive advantage of U.S. manufacturers would be enhanced.
-- Local authorities could undertake land purchases, zoning regulations and other noise abatement steps with a definitive,
long-term federal noise control policy with which to plan.
Option #2--This option would delay issuing a policy statement
until a decision paper could be prepared which presented you with
the full range of noise reduction options available. The paper
would discuss the relative costs and benefits of options such as:
1) retrofit of all non-standard aircraft so as to achieve compliance,
2) retrofit of the noisiest set of aircraft only, 3) use of operating
techniques and limited curfews at the most serious problem airports,
4} establishment of a noise pollution tax which escalates with the
degree of noise an aircraft emits.
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Factors in favor of this option are:
In its present form Option #1 has no quantification of the
benefits expected to be achieved and no comparison of the
replacement/retrofit option with other measures which could be
taken. It may be advisable to consider all viable options
before endorsing a particular course of action.
Some of the other approaches to noise reduction may be more
cost effective than Option #1. For example, if all non-standard
aircraft were retrofitted it would cost only l/4 to 1/3 of
Option #1 and yet also provide significant noise relief.
Further, Option #1 would devote 90% of the noise reduction funds
on planes which account for only 10% of the operations at
noise-problem airports. The non-hardware noise reduction
methods available also appear to offer substantial noise reductions. The use of curfews, for example, could be effective and
not too disruptive if used selectively. However, the costs of
these methods have not been fully identified.
-- Options such as initiation of a noise pollution tax on nonstandard aircraft and imposition of partial curfews have the
advantage of being able to be tailored to local needs and
wishes. A community could trade off, for example, a diminution
of night service with a quieter environment. A noise tax would
afford a community the means to undertake a limited land
purchase/soundproofing program, but at the expense of higher
air fares.
The replacement/retrofit proposal may have substantive flaws
which should be further explored. For instance the airline
interest group, which conceived of the replacement/retrofit
idea, contends that retrofitting the non-standard but less
noisy aircraft (e.g., B-727s, DC-9s) would have no appreciable
noise benefit, but would cost $200-300 million. It is also not
certain that Option #1 will result in a new generation of
aircraft, given that the airlines could choose to purchase
existing aircraft types, or to re-engine or retrofit a large
number of the planes that DOT presumes would be replaced.
Option #3--This option would proceed with the issuance of a noise
policy statement but would limit federal actions to promulgations
of regulations for future aircraft types (to make them quieter than
the 1969 standard levels) and establishment of the quietest operating procedures consistent with a high safety standard.
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Factors in favor of this option are:
--It would keep federal involvement at a low level, allowing
each community to determine the degree to which it wishes to
impose operating restrictions (e.g., curfews) and other noise
abatement measures. This seems appropriate because: 1) over
half of the six million people appreciably affected by aircraft
noise are located around five airports, 2) as noted earlier, a
community could trade off the degree and cost of service with
the amount of noise it wished to accept. There is evidence
that many areas prefer to tolerate noise rather than reduce air
activity because of service and employment losses that operating
restrictions can bring.
It is not clear that action to control noise at the source greatly
changes people's perceptions of the annoyance that jet planes
cause. There does not appear to be a clear correlation, for
example, between the introduction of the new, quieter aircraft and
the level of complaints made at a given airport. This may be
due to the gradual nature of changes in the noise emissions made.
An individual's threshold for being annoyed may simply drop over
time to the new level.
The noise problem is not growing, with 1975 being probably better
than 1974 in terms of total noise generated. Since it is
estimated that l/3 to l/2 of the noisiest aircraft will be
retired over the next 10 years, the noise from the increase in
total operations will be offset by a reduction in the number of
most offensive planes.
-- Several of the airlines cannot finance a replacement/retrofit
without federal aid. This is a de facto proof that such a
proposal is not economically reasonable, which is one of the
factors which DOT must consider in any rulemaking action in noise
regulation.
-- The proposal appears to be inconsistent with Secretary Coleman's
decision to let the Concorde, which is twice as noisy on takeoff
as any other commercial jet, into the U.S. However, DOT contends
that there is no inconsistency since the Concorde is a very
limited demonstration which has a more symbolic than real noise
impact.
Recommendations
Agency comments were received on Option #1. As mentioned earlier,
the statement did not provide detailed discussions of the various
options other than replacement/retrofit, so no comments on these are
available. The agency comments which were received indicate:
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In favor of Option #1 (replacement/retrofit)--DOT, NASA, State,
and HEW.
-- In favor of Option #2 (further analysis)--CEQ and Justice.
-- In favor of Option #3 (limited federal involvement)--CEA, COWPS,
and OMB.
While no official position was expressed by EPA, it is known that
they favor strict noise standards and heavy federal involvement in
airport noise actions.
Decision
Option #1, issue the replacement/retrofit noise policy statement
Option #2, defer decision to develop and present other options
Option #3, approve a statement that involves a limited federal role
B.

Financing Alternatives (necessary only if Option #1 was chosen)

The following discusses various financing options available for the
replacement/retrofit proposal. There are three basic alternatives
available.
Options
Option A--DOT would propose that the CAB approve 2% environmental
surcharges on tickets and freight rates that would generate about
$3 billion over 10 years. At the same time the surcharge is
imposed, ticket and freight taxes collected for the airport/airway
trust fund would be reduced by 2%. Revenues from the environmental
surcharge would go into a special escrow fund managed by the air
carriers. The fund would be used primarily as downpayments for the
replacement of the oldest, noisiest jets, but the carriers would
have flexibility in deciding how to use these funds to achieve
noise reduction objectives.
DOT would further recommend legislation to authorize spending $350
million of the existing airport/airway trust fund surplus to
retrofit some of the newer airplanes which do not meet present noise
standards. (Alternatively, DOT would propose that the cost of
retrofitting these two and three engine planes be paid from the CAB
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approved fund mentioned above, thus avoiding the need to seek
legislation authorizing use of the trust fund for this purpose.)
Option B--Reduce the ticket tax as in Option A above, but keep the
federal involvement minimal by letting the airlines recover through
fare increases the funds needed to meet the federal standards.
Option C--Oo not reduce taxes, but simply require the airlines to
meet the federal standards by a given year (e.g., 1987).
Discussion of Options
Oetion A, which would establish a special escrow account for the
a1rlines to draw upon for noise abatement purposes, has these
advantages:
-- The air carrier industry has several weak elements (Pan Am, TWA,
Eastern) which would find meeting the DOT standards very difficult within their existing resources.
-- A special escrow account will assure airframe manufacturers of
substantial resources available to purchase new aircraft~ enabling
them to undertake the large capital start-up costs required for a
new generation to be launched.
-- DOT believes reduction of the ticket tax is warranted because
there is a large ($1.4 billion) surplus in the aviation trust
fund which is expected to grow even larger with time. The
Congress could well reduce the tax and eliminate this surplus.
-- By using the ticket tax and the aviation trust fund, aviation
users would finance the cost of quieting the noise which their
travel creates. Reducing taxes while initiating a surcharge
also has the advantage of keeping air fares constant.
-- Would provide more assurance of compliance with noise standards
in 6-10 years than other options.
-- DOT has concluded this option would have minimal inflationary
impact primarily because private sector outlays would be spread
over a 10 year period and would be in the airframe industry which
has idle manufacturing capacity.
Option B, which would reduce the ticket tax by l/4 but leave the
airlines to find sufficient funds to meet the federal standards has
these merits:
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-- Leaves the airline industry with the decision of determining
whether it is in their economic best interest to purchase new
planes or retrofit their existing ones. No artificial
incentives are established as in Option A.
May avoid a financial stability problem which purchase of
hundreds of new aircraft during a short time {as envisioned in
Option A) may produce. Since the airlines have been traditionally
overcapitalized, with many having poor debt/equity ratios, taking
on additional debt through the purchase of many new aircraft may
actually worsen their financial picture. It may also perpetuate
the cyclical boom or bust tendency of the airframe manufacturing industry by creating a demand for new equipment which was not
made by the marketplace.
11

11

Represents less of a ''hands-on .. federal role than Option A,
since it does not establish a special account and no formal
pooling arrangement would be mandated. The escrow account can be
viewed as anti-competitive since it would work against new
entrants by building up entitlements for existing carriers based
upon the revenues of each.
-- Avoids building up entitlements for particular air carriers such
as in Option A above, thus treating all existing and potential
new carriers equally. {It can be argued that Option A is contrary
to our aviation regulatory reform proposal since it cross-subsidizes carriers with noisy planes and builds up a fund for all
existing carriers).
Option C, which would provide no financing, has these considerations:
--Avoids establishing special financing means to pay for federal
environmental standards which would be a very bad precedent to
set for other air, noise or water standards.
Since the Administration has consistently argued that the aviation
industry should contribute more than it presently pays towards
the $1.7 billion federal cost of operating the aviation system,
a tax cut would be contradicting our own policy.
Not advocating a tax cut places the debate on the reasonableness
of a tax cut on its merits, not on what program such a cut might
finance.
Proposing a tax cut such as in Options A and B above would create
a $225-300 million increase annually in the 1977-86 deficit.
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Recommendations
Option A, reducing taxes and establishing an escrow account is
recommended by DOT.
Option B, reducing taxes with no special fund, did not receive
a specific endorsement.
Option C, making no financing proposal, is recommended by CEA,
COWPS, Justice, Treasury and OMB.
Decision
Option A, reduce taxes and establish an escrow account _ __
Option B, reduce taxes only

---

Option C, make no financing provision

Attachment

---
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 22, 1976

~

MEMORANDUM FOR:

ED SCHMULTS

FROM:

BOBBIE KILBERG

SUBJECT:

Lynn Memo (7 I 19) re: Proposed
Aviation Noise Policy Statement

Suggested response:
The Counsel's Office has reviewed the attached met:norandum on
a proposed aviation noise policy statement and would like to be
recorded as supporting Option No. 2. After reviewing the memorandum and the attached appendices, it is our opinton that the
President should be presented with the relative costs, benefits,
and effectiveness of the full range of noise reduction options.
If this can be accomplished within a few weeks as the memo
indicates, it i_~ our opinion that the delay. would be worthwhile.
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Lynn memo (7 /19) re: Proposed Aviation Noise
Policy Statement
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July 26, 1976
MEMORANDU M FOP.:

JIM CONNOR

FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:

Comments and Recommendati ons on
Secretary Coleman's Proposed Noise
Policy Statement

~

There are two international questions. con~ect _ecl, :with Secretary Coleman's
1 r~' -..
~
~ t- ~,. or
proposed noise policy statement and 1-n--ip-l-iB-a.-t.i-on 1 progra1n:
l

-

• ,

1.

How would we plan to deal with foreign flag c~rriers serving the
U.S. and reqLlired to meet the new noise standards? If we are
not prepared to offer the same or equal subsidy to the foreign
flag carriers to help defray aircraft replacement, we may be in
violation of the non-discrimin atory obligation of the Chicago
Convention.

2.

U.S. unilateral action to impose noise standards on foreign flag
carriers who serve the U.S. will be objected to in ICAO, and
some preparatory work should be done before the prom.ulgation
of such a U.S. policy.

Since Secretary Coleman's proposal is silent on both these issues, I
would recommend that Gitl:l.~.- t.b._e_ p_a pe:r,-c _b~- !~Y-~_s.e 9,_t_p_a,gg_r_~-~~-Jh:.~-5.D.t~-!"-::.._
national issues involved and present options to deal with them. If, for
some reason unknow n to me, it is essential that the paper go before the
President right away, his approval option should be in principle only, ...
until there can be a satisfactory resolution of the international problems
that may be connected with that policy •
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20503

August 12, 1976

ACTION
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRES IDE NT

FROM:

DONALD G. OGILV~
ACTING DIRECTOR

SUBJECT:

Proposed Aviation Noise Policy
Statement

Secretary Coleman wishes to issue an aviation noise policy statement by
September 1, when he is scheduled to testify before the House Aviation
Subcommittee on the Administration's noise policy. He promises to
announce a major new program to curb aircraft noise and stimulate new
plane production. The following discussion presents options concerning
what the policy statement should say. Financing choices associated with
one of the options are covered in TAB A.
Background
About six million people are significantly affected by airport
noise, 600 thousand seriously so.
Environmental groups and airport neighbors have long pushed
for federal aircraft noise reduction action. Congressional
attention to the problem is increasing, although no legislative
action will be taken this year.
The main federal action to date has been issuance of noise
standards for new aircraft in 1969. However, given the
longevity of jet aircraft, over 75% of the current air
carrier fleet does not meet the standards. The oldest 25%
of the jet fleet (B-707s, DC-8s) are also the noisiest.
Later model aircraft (B-727, DC-9), which comprise 50% of
the fleet, are less noisy but do not meet the 1969 standards.
There are many ways to reduce aviation noise which are practiced to
different degrees at present. Chief among them are: 1) imposition
of a jet ban or night curfew (e.g., such as at Washington Nation~l);
2) operational techniques such as runway use adjustments and
scheduling to avoid the use of the noisiest types of planes at

2

close-in airports ; 3) land purchase, soundproofing buildings and
local zoning measures; 4) retrofi t of existing aircraf t engines
with sound absorbing material or replacement of the engines with
quieter ones; and 5) retirement of the older, non-standard-meeting
aircraf t and replacement with new, quieter airplan es.
Options
There are three major courses of action regarding what basic policy statement
should be issued. The options differ in the emphasis they place on the noise
reduction methods stated above. The options are:
1)

Issue the statement and include in it a 4~10 year, $3.5 billion
program funded mainly by an environmental surcharge. This
would help replace the noisies t types of aircraf t with new
technology and retrofi t some of the later model planes which
do not meet the 1969 standards.

2)

Defer making a policy statement until after September 1, to
permit a paper to be presented to you which compares the
costs and effectiv eness of various noise abatement options .

3)

Issue a policy statement which limits the federal regulatory role
to assistan ce on operational techniques and future aircraf t noise
reduction.

I

I

I
t

Discussion of Options
Option #1--This option would require most commercial aircraf t operating in
the U.S. to meet the 1969 noise standards over 4-10 years. It is intended
that the oldest, noisies t jets {B-707s, DC-8s) would be replaced with a new,
higher technology aircraf t while the later model, non-standard planes
{e.g., B-727s, DC-9s) would be retrofit ted with sound absorbing materia l.
A fuller discussion of this option can be found in TAB B, prepared by DOT.
Key arguments in favor of this option are:
It would lower aircraf t noise levels over 4-10 years and take
action on the long standing noise problem.
It could ease the pressure on local airport authori ties to establis h
curfews and other operating restrict ions which, if widespread, would
be disrupti ve to air travel.
It could create sizable orders for new aircraf t and stimula te airframe
manufacturers into launching new, advanced aircraf t types with
improved fuel efficien cy as well as quieter engines. Employment
in the aerospace industry would also rise substan tially and the
.............
competitive advantage of U.S. manufacturers would be enhanced.
·"" ~ \.' i? {) ''-.
---:-~-
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Local authorities could undertake land purchases, zoning regulations
and other noise abatement steps with a definitive, long-tenm
federal noise control policy with which to plan,
Option #2--This option would delay issuing a policy statement until after
September 1, to permit a decision paper to be prepared which presented you
with the full range of noise reduction options available. The paper would
discuss the relative costs and benefits of options such as: 1) retrofit
of all non-standard aircraft so as to achieve compliance; 2) retrofit of
the noisiest set of aircraft only; 3) use of operating techniques and
limited curfews at the most serious noise problem airports; and 4) establishment of a noise pollution tax which escalates with the degree of noise an
aircraft emits.
Factors in favor of this option are:
Option #1 has no quantification of the benefits expected to be
achieved and no comparison of the replacement/retrofit option
with other measures which could be taken,
Some of the other approaches to noise reductions may be more cost
effective than Option #1. For example, if all non-standard aircraft were retrofitted it would cost only 1/4 to 1/3 of Option #1
and yet also provide significant noise relief, Further, Option
#1 would devote 90% of the noise reduction funds to planes which
account for only 10% of the operations at noise-problem airports.
Options such as initiation of a noise pollution tax on non-standard
aircraft and imposition of partial curfews appear to offer substantial noise reductions and have the advantage of being able
to be tailored to local needs and wishes. A community could trade
off, for example, a diminution of night service with a quieter
environment.
The replacement/retrofit proposal may have substantive flaws which
should be further explored, For instance, the airline interest
group which conceived of the replacement/retrofit idea contends .
that retrofitting the non-standard but less noisy aircraft (e.g.,
B-727s, DC-9s) would have no appreciable noise benefit, but would
cost $200-300 million, It is also not certain that Option #1 will
result in a new generation of aircraft, given that the airlines
could choose to purchase existing aircraft types, or to re~engine
or retrofit a large number of· the planes that DOT presumes would
be replaced.
Option #3--This option would limit federal actions to promulgations of
regulations for future aircraft types (to make them quieter than the 1969
standard levels) and establishment of the quietest operating procedures
consistent with a high safety standard.

~ ., , .•..•___-r..:··-~-"'"-~'"' .....,..-...,...,. ...,,

--------.,~~
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Factors in favor of this option are:
It would keep federal involvement at a minimum level, allowing each
community to determine the degree to which it wishes to impose
operating restrictions (e.g., curfews) and other noise abatement
measures. This seems appropriate because: 1) over half of the six
million people appreciably affected by aircraft noise are located
around five airports; 2) a community could trade off the degree and
cost of service with the amount of noise it wished to accept. There
is evidence that many areas prefer to tolerate noise rather than reduce air activity because of service and employment losses that
operating restrictions can bring.
-- It is not clear that action to control noise at the source greatly
changes-people's perceptions of being annoyed. There does not
appear to be a clear correlation, for example, between the
introduction of the new, quieter aircraft and the level of complaints
made at a given airport. This may be due to the gradual nature of
changes in the noise emissions made.
The noise problem is not growing, with 1975 being probably better
than 1974 in terms of total noise generated. Since it is
estimated that l/3 to l/2 of the noisiest aircraft will be
retired over the next 10 years, the noise from the increase in
total operations will be offset by a reduction in the number of
most offensive planes.
The proposal appears to be inconsistent with Secretary Coleman's
decision to let the Concorde, which is twice as noisy on takeoff
as any other commercial jet, into the U.S. However, DOT contends
that there is no inconsistency since the Concorde is a very
limited demonstration which has a more symbolic than real noise
impact.
Recommendations
Agency comments were only received on Option #1. As mentioned earlier,
the statement did not provide detailed discussions of the various options
other than replacement/retrofit, so no comments on these are available.
The agency comments which were received indicate:
In favor of Option #1 (replacement/retrofit)--DOT, NASA, State,
and HEW.
In favor of Option #2 (further analysis)--CEQ and Justice.
In favor of Option #3 {limited federal involvement)--CEA, COWPS,
and OMB.
,....-------....
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While no official position was expressed by EPA, it is known that they
favor strict noise standards and heavy federal involvement in airport
noise actions.
Views of the White House staff are as follows:
• Mr. Seidman supports the Secretary•s proposal {Option #1}
but believes that any announcement should await specific
implementation strategy. Mr. Gorog also supports the
Secretary•s proposal, but believes that options other than
the three presented here should be considered. He has
prepared an independent decision memorandum for your
consideration. Mr. Scowcroft is concerned that the
Secretary•s proposal is silent on the international
implications •
. Messrs. Schmults, Hartmann, Marsh, and Gergen recommend
that the issuance of DOT•s proposal be deferred {Option #2)
because other options need to be developed and presented
for your consideration. Mrs. Hope also agrees that more
options should be considered but believes that public
announcement of a White House request for more analysis
should be made because the Secretary•s proposal has
appeared in the press.
Mr. Friedersdorf supports the issuance of an aviation noise
policy statement that involves a limited federal role {Option
#3).
Decision
Option #1, issue the replacement/retrofit noise policy statement _ _ __
(See TAB A on financing if this is chosen).
Option #2, defer decision to develop and present other options - - - - Option #3, approve a statement that involves a limited federal role _ __

Attachment

TAB A
The following discusses various financing options available for the
replacement/retrofit proposal. There are three basic alternatives
available.
Options
Option A--DOT would propose that the CAB approve 2% environmental
surcharges on tickets and freight rates that would generate about
$3 billion over 10 years. At the same time the surcharge is
imposed, ticket and freight taxes collected for the airport/airway
trust fund would be reduced by 2%. Revenues from the environmental
surcharge would go into a special escrow fund managed by the air
carriers. The fund would be used primarily as downpayments for
the replacement of the oldest, noisiest jets, but the carriers
would have flexibility in deciding how to use these funds to
achieve noise reduction objectives.
DOT would further recommend legislation to authorize spending $350
million of the existing airport/airway trust fund surplus to retrofit some of the newer airplanes which do not meet present noise
standards. (Alternatively, DOT would propose that the cost of
retrofitting these two and three engine planes be paid from the
CAB approved fund mentioned above, thus avoiding the need to seek
legislation authorizing use of the trust fund for this purpose.}
Option B--Reduce the ticket tax as in Option A above, but keep the
federal involvement minimal by letting the airlines recover through
fare increases the funds needed to meet the federal standards.
Option C--Oo not reduce taxes, but simply require the airlines to
meet the federal standards by a given year (e.g., 1987).
Discussion of Options
Option A, which would establish a special escrow account for the
airlines to draw upon for noise abatement purposes, has these
advantages:
The air carrier industry has several weak elements (Pan Am,
TWA, Easternl which would find meeting the DOT standards
very difficult within their existing resources.
-- A special escrow account will assure airframe manufacturers
of substantial resources available to purchase new aircraft,
enabling them to undertake the large capital start-up costs
required for a new generation to be launched.
DOT believes reduction of the ticket tax is warranted because there is a large ($1.4 billion} surplus in the
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aviation trust fund which is expected to grow even larger
with time. The Congress could well reduce the tax and
eliminate this surplus.
By using the ticket tax and the aviation trust fund, aviation
users would finance the cost of quieting the noise which
their travel creates. Reducing taxes while initiating a
surcharge also has the advantage of keeping air fares
constant.
Would provide more assurance of compliance with noise standards
in 6-10 years than other options.
DOT has concluded this option would have minimal inflationary
impact primarily because private sector outlays would be spread
over a 10 year period and would be in the airframe industry which
has idle manufacturing capacity.
Option B, which would reduce the ticket tax by l/4 but leave the
airlines
to find sufficient funds to meet the federal standards has
these merits:
leaves the airline industry with the decision of determining
whether it is in their economic best interest to purchase new
planes or retrofit their existing ones, No artificial in~
centives are established as in Option A.
-- May avoid a financial stability problem which purchase of
hundreds of new aircraft during a short time (as envisioned
in Option A) may produce. Since the airlines have been
traditionally overcapitalized, with many having poor
debt/equity ratios, taking on additional debt through
the purchase of many new aircraft may actually worsen
their financial picture. It may also perpetuate the
cyclical "boom or bust" tendency of the airframe
manufacturing industry by creating a demand for new
equipment which was not made by the marketplace.
Pooling and redistribution of taxes is contrary to antitrust
policy.
Avoids building up entitlements for particular air carriers
such as in Option A above, thus treating all existing and
potential new carriers equally. (It can be argued that
Option A is contrary to our aviation regulatory reform
proposal since it cross-subsidizes carriers with noisy
planes and builds up a fund for all existing carriers).
Option C, which would provide no financing, has these considerations:
-- Avoids establishing special financing means to pay for
federal environmental standards which would be a very bad
precedent to set for other air, noise or water standards,

3

Since the Administration has consistently argued that the
aviation industry should contribute more than it presently
pays towards the $1.7 billion federal cost of operating
the aviation system, a tax cut would be contradicting our
own policy.
Not advocating a tax cut places the debate on the reasonableness of a tax cut on its merits, not on what program
such a cut might finance.
Proposing a tax cut such as in Options A and B above would
create a $225-300 million increase annually in the 1977-86
deficit.
Recommendations
Option A, reducing taxes and establishing an escrow account is recommended
by DOT and Mr. Seidman.
Option B, reducing taxes with no special fund, did not receive a specific
endorsement.
Option C, making no financing proposal, is recommended by CEA, COWPS,
Justice, Treasury and OMB.
Decision
Option A, reduce taxes and establish an escrow account _ __
Option B, reduce taxes only ___
Option C, make no financing provision ____
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MEMORANDUM: FOR THE PRESIDENT

The White House
Subject: Aviation Program
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The Administration has a unique opportunity to propose an innovative
aviation progra.."ll managed by the private sector to reduce airport
noise, stimulate private financing of new aircraft, increase employment in the depressed aeronautical manufacturing industry, advance
aircraft technology, and preserve the American share of the world
aircraft market which is now being ·challenged by the Europeans.
The Department of Transportation submitted to the ·Office of lVTanagement and Budget on June 1 a proposed Aviation Noise Policy Statement.
This Noise Policy placed the primary responsibility on the airport
proprietors and state and local goveraments to tal~e action to reduce
airport noise by locating airports outside populated areas, to assure
compatible land use and zoning, and to acquire land around airports.
The policy further clarifies the responsibility of the federal government
to ·reduce aircraft noise at its source both by promulgating noise
standards for new airplanes and by bringing the 75% of the existing
fleet that does not now comply with federal noise standards into
compliance within eight years. This policy statement is currently
in the process of interagency review. I urge that the statement be
approved, with certain refinements.·
$

Bringing the current "aircraft fleet into compliance with federal noise
standards will require special financing arrangements. The Department
of Transportation recommends that airlines be permitted to collect
a 2% surcharge on airline ticke.ts for ten years and use these funds
primarily as down payments· for the replacement of the oldest, noisiest
four engine jets in the commercial fleet. 1/ The carriers, not the

-

.

Y

A 2:0 surcharge for a ten year period. would raise about $3 billion
. which is almost one-half of the. cost of replacing those old noisy four
· engine airplanes that would remain in the fleet at the end of 1984,
the date when full compliance with federal noise standards would
be required. If after further analysis within the Administration, we

•
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federal government, would operate the fund and they would have
maximum flexibility in determining how to use the funds. At the same
time the surcharge is imposed, the ticket tax collected for the Airport
Trust FUnd would be reduced by 2%. The Trust has accumulated a
surplus that now exceeds $1 billion. If the ticket tax continues to: be
levied at its present rate, the surplus will exceed $2 billion by 1980
assuming full funding of all current authorizat~ons. Although we would.
prefer to broaden the uses of the Trust Fund to include maintenance
of the air traffic system, Congress has permitted this only to a
li.lnited extent. Eventually, the surplus will either become a target
for unjustified spending proposals or the tax will be reduced. Of course,
the moment the tax is reduced, the airlines probably would apply to the
CAB to increase their fares to a like. amount, but it is doubtful that
the CAB would permit the increase, and if it does, there wnuld be no
direction as to how said increase is spent. I believe that this proposal
is sound public policy because it prevents an increas·e in the cost of air
travel while dedicating resources to the attainment of important
objectives. It is also my judgJ.nent that Congress will reduce the ticket
tax by 2% to 3%.
,
\Ve recommend further that the Administration seek legislation to
authorize the expenditure of an additional $350 million from the existing
Trust Fund surplus that would be used to quiet down some of the newer
two and three engine airplanes. The Congress will then. have the
opportunity to consider whether the retrofit of the newer airplanes
with sound absorbent em ate rial provides sufficient noise reduction to
be worth the cost. 2/
.
I would like to highlight for you some of the advantages of this

prog-ram:
l\'!inimum Federal Involvement: Use of a surcharge collected and
managed by the carriers with CAB approval avoids direct and Cvm. .uJ.u.uc~'
federal involvement in private sector capital investment decisions.
r./

tfootnote continued)
.
···~-reach agreement that this objective may be achieved with less financing
then we could reduce the number of years or the surcharge percentage.
Several options along these lines a.re described in the attachments.
2/ Alternath·ely, we could include the cost of retrofitting these two
- and three engine planes in the CAD-approved fund that \vould be used
for aircraft replacement and avoid the need to seek specific legislation
to authorize the expenditure
.
. of. trust funds.
,
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The financial burden will be placed on airline users rather
than on the general public.

• A surcharge avoids use of general federal revenues.
The airlines collect the surcharge, determine the distribution
formula, and decide whether they prefer to replace or retr.ofit
airplanes.
New Technology: Stimulating private financing for aircraft replacement
will provide the estimated $1 billion needed for Boeing to develop the
7X7 and $500-$800 million for McDonnell-Douglas to build to DCX200.
A new generation of U. S. manufactured airplanes is presently stalled
at the design stage because U.S. air carriers have not been able to
finance new airplanes.
Employment: Aircraft replacement will generate jobs in the aerospace
and related industries.
•

An accelerated replacement program by the airlines that
generates about $12 billion dollars in aircraft sales,
including sales abroad, would create over 240,000 jobs
in the aerospace and related industrie~.
.

.

.

• Aircraft orders could reverse the heavy unemployment
of the scientists and engineers in the commercial jet
manufacturing .industry.
• Immediate aircraft replacement would prevent a major shift
of jobs to European countries whose manufacturers have
.captured a larger share of the aircraft market.
E>.."J)orts: Accelerated production of these airplanes will help American
manufacturers remain competitive in the world n1a.rket.
---~

•

Aerospace p~oducts have been, in recent years, an important
export of the United States, equaling 7% of the total in 1974.
Twenty-seven percent of 1974 U.S. aerospace sales in 1974
were exported.

•

European governments are now subsidizing; their aerospace
industries. (France's 5 year plan for 1971-75 contained a
$220 million annual subsidy for its aerospace industry).

~

:.

- 4• European aerospace manufacturers are beginning to produce
aircraft, for example, the A-300-B~ that will th.ke sales away
from U.S. manufacturers if U.S. companies do not produce
new aircraft soon.
Energy: Production of a new generation of planes will promote
energy conservation by improving fuel efficiency about 30% over 1the
older four engine planes.
Better Air Service: New generation airplanes are more cost efficient
to the airlines.
• New technology airplanes will be more ef~icient to the carriers
than the older aircraft in terms of seats, range and operational
characteristics (easier maintenance, increased reliability
of systems).
.

Improved air service would be achieved without a significant
increase in cost to users since DOT, as part of its proposal,
requests a 2% reduction in the ticket tax collected for the
Airport Trust Fund.

Noise Reduction: Affirmative federal action to reduce aircraft noise
by the early retirement of the noisiest, oldest four engine jets (about
500 B-707s, DC-8s) and the retrofit of some of the newer two and
three engine jets (B-727, B-737, DC- 9) is necessary. ·
• New aircraft containing new noise control technology would
reduce by n1ore than two-thirds the land area and number of
people presently impacted by noise problems for si..x million
Atnericans, helping to forestall increasing drunage suits ·
against airpqrts.
• Proliferation of curfews and other airport use restrictions
that increasingly threaten to interfere with interstate
commerce a~d disrupt the air traffic system will be deterred.
Air Quality: New airplanes :will comply with engine pollution standards

to be in effect in 1979.

-

•

I believe this proposal offers you an opportunity to aqdress affirmatively
a number of serious environmental, energy, transportation, m.:port
promotion and employment problems ·with minimal federal involvement
and maximum private sector flexibility. If you approve the concept
generally, I hope to work closely with my colleagues in the Cabinet
to refine and improve the pr.oposal to enable you to announce it as
soon as possible. ·
·

ft~

William T. Coleman, Jr.
Enclosures:

·'

Preferred financing proposal
Alternative financing proposals
. Backup paper on financing aircraft
noise reduction
'

·~·
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•
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AVIATION NOISE FINANCING

DOT recommends a financing plan with the following key elements:
1. CAB would be asked to approve, and the Executive Branch would

support (parhaps with an expression of Congressional desire), an ac;ross

.

the hoard surcharge for 10 years of 2% on domestic passenger tickets and
freight waybills. The airlines would be required to deposit the revenues
from the surc'harge in an Aircraft Replacement Fund.
Effect:
About $3 billion (in inflated dolla:rs) would flow inJo the Aircraft
Replacement Fund over 10 years. This amount would finance approximately
one-half of the cost (roughly $6.4 billioq) o{ some 200 to 275 of the B-707s

...
and DC-Bs that would otherv1ise be in airlinP. SP.rvicP. at thP. P.nn of 1984,
when the. noise standard applies to those aircraft.*
2. The Aircraft Replacement Fund would be managed by intercarrier
agreement under whic!f each carrier. would have entitlements to the Fund
_in p.roportion to its total system passenger and cargo revenue.

·

Effect:
Administration of the Fund by the airlines would minimize federal
involvement.

/

S. The federal air passenger ticket :and freight waybill taxes
··reduced from 8% to 6%, .and from 5% to 3%, respectively.

WOuld~"""
'~~
~

~)

'
·:.:
.....
rThe amount
of $3 bil!i!iiitO be collected through the surcharge has beeii
chosen because it is the sum that commercial lnnks have indicated to
--.-~/
the airline industry would be required to induce their participation in
financing an early aircmrt replacement program. DOT is, however,
conducting an ar.a.lysis to ascertain whether some lesser amount might
induce the participation or the fiMncial community. Upon comr.letion
or !hat a mlys is the recommendation as 1o the duration or the 2 >t. sure barge
Will
be adjusted 00 that the collection Will yield the Umount deemed
neccssarv.

~2-

•

Effect:
The tower user taxes flowing into the Airport and Airway Trust
FUnd would cover all outlays chargeable to the Fund under the

ADA:P bill.

(An amendment would be needed to permit the use of

~

uncommitted balances ($1. 4 billion) to finance the full annual authorizations
included in the ADAP Act. )
Once the pending ADAP bill is enacted without a tax reduction, unused
Trust Fund balances would grow rapidly (to $1. 7 billion by 1979) and
become a target for tax reductions or unjustified spending proposals.
From a national interest point of view, the use of these excess
revenues to help meet environmental and' broad economic objectives is a
sound and defensible policy alternative.
4. Any balances remaining in the Fund after program objectives have

.

'
been achieved would be deposited in the Airport. and Airway Trust
Fund
.

and dedicated to noise control purposes (including land acquisitions and
easements).
5.' The cost of retrofitting two and three engine airplanes will be paid
from the Airport and Airway Trust Fund.
Effect:

. $'350 million (inflated dollars) will be taken from the Trust Fund
About
for retrofit.

.
•

. - 3•

Attachments:
1. Effect of Aircraft Replacement Fund on carriers' finances.
2. Estimated Aircraft Replacement Fund revenues, 1977-1986.
3. (A&B) --Impact on airport/airway fund of lower tax rates.
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.

- 70i''s

-

•

357. 1 .

.. 83.2
162.3

Total

-

$

41.2\

Piedmont

Air West
35.9
Southern
44.0
26.3
Texas International
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37
34
.28

•
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h'es tern
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'
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lojJ OJI
C./1~ lMII'A'lC£S
1
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( 7.9)
(

6.0)

( 1. 3)
1.2
$ ( 50.8}-

Total entitlement is determined by distributing
funds collected among carriers, on the .basis
of the
.
.
proportion
by
. . that each
. . carrier's .system revenues
.
. .bear to the total. of all revenues collected
.
. the carriers,
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REVENUE COLLECTIONS - AIRCRAFT
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FUND
....REPLACEM~NT
.·'
.

11 Surcharge

1980

. 1981

-1982

-1983

258

. 271

284

303

322

26
-.
-28
--270 --206

-32
--303

244

22

-,_

--

224

246

•

-1979

. 1978

.

..

-36

.

.

-38
--341

--

320

\

...

.
·'

.

-38
--360'

.

Ten

-1984

1985

1986.

341

360

377

-40

-40
381
400
·-. - .

Year
Total '

2484

- -- -- ..

42 . 342
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.
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•
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CASE A. EXISTING TAX STRUCTURE. LATEST CQNFEREE COMPROMISE ON ADAP &~AINTENANCE
.
.
.
.
(In $ M1l1fons)

.

....
eginnir.g

Un~ommittcd

.
ADAP
Haintenance ·

.

F&E
RE&D

.

Uncommitted Balance

889

.

-

ll

1378

969
254
·. 1858
1523

1046

103

-1269

-

525
250 .
250
77

-1378

-

38

•

-1520.
198

-

.

I

210

1693

.

I

1892.

1205
-2898

~
3160

590
300
250
90
1668

. 625
325 .
250

..

224

-1981

1980

1693

.

2648

1'340 . ' 1'32.2·

.

. 18 ..

141

I

1128

-

1979

1520 • ..

555
275'
250
85
1483

62

250

-

1978

2424

•

. 412'

-

1977

1269

68 .
·.1121f

Subtotal
di~g

-· .
1976

Balance

.

2105
1338
-3443

.
•

.

..
..

95

1865

.

.

-

240

1892

2105 .

'

•
Interest for· FY 1976 and the transition quarter is as shown in the FY 1977 Budget; interest thereafter
is calculated at ·8% of average cas~ balance.

4

•

ginning Cash Balance.
Pius Revenues Less ExpeQses
Ending Cash Ba1~nce
rug~ Cash Balance
interest

1ar.ce Carried Forward

.2013
239

2252
141

2393 .

2393
71

2454
38

2502

.•

2502

2644

2817

. 3016

-56
2446.

-37

2607'

-25
279i

-27
2989

(2:flll)

(2625)
210

198

2644

2817

3229.

( 280~4-)--....:{3:..:-oo==-=2~)- - - - 224

'3Ci1i

- ..

240

'3'2'29

.

..

.'

·cASE.

B~

6S PASSENGER TICKET TAX, 3% HAYBILL TAX, LATEST CONFEREE

(In $ Millions)

..
......

-1976 ..
.-

ginning Uncommitted
Balance
..

.1269

1858

. .

•

f.laintenance
F&E
RE&D

412

..

250

*

ng Uncommitted Balance

1523

.

103

..

62

.

525
250 , '
250
77

1128-

1340
. .

-1087

141
-1269

-

-

-

68

s Estimated Interest

•

-

.
.
- -- -

-1977
-2189811

-1978

1378

. 254 .

969.

ADAP ·

.

. .rg_

. 889.

.

COMPROl~ISE ON ADAP & MAINTENAHC£

-

18'

38

189

1378

1276.

1276 ... ,

I

I

1979

1980

1165

1038 .

874

932

'981

2150

2097

2019
. ·625 .
325
250 .
95

555
.275 •
250.
85

590
300
250
90

-

985

-

180

·-

.

1165

.

-

. 867

-

171

1038 '

-1981

..

884

-1035

-724-

19H)

•.

•

.

._}

-884

'

160

lnter~~;rlcd
'

forward / '" ·~;~
.1\

-

JJ.;

.\z~,_,\

~

c_,

2393
71

2502
·291

'22T"f

2464

38
2502

..
•

[2351)
lfl9
_.,.
2400

---

••

. 2400
-291

..

2T69

(2254)
180
......_....
2289

2289

-298

T99T .

(214o)
171
~
2162

' ...

.

Interest for FY 1976 and the transition quarter is as shown in the FY 1977 Budget; interest thereafter
•
is calculated at 8~ of average cash balance.
inning Cash Balance .
· 2013
Plus Revenues Less Expenses
239
Ending Cash Balance
2252
ge Cash Ba 1ance
. __ -

•

2162-

2008

-314

1848

(2o·ns<-t-)---160
.
----~
2008

.

•

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS FOR

·AVIATION NOISE FlliAl':fCING

The following ·.options might be considered as alternatives to DOT
proposal to facilitate replacement and retrofit of aircraft that do not
I

comply with the FAA. noise standards:
Option #1
1. CAB would be encouraged through an expression of

legislatt~e

. intent to permit an environmental surcharge of 2% on domestic passenger
tickets and freight waybills for 5 years. Revenues from tha surcharge
would be placed in an escrow fund to be used primarily for replacement
of 4 eP..gine aircraft.
$

Effect:
About $1. 4 billion would be provided for the replacement fund over
5 years.
\

2. The replacement fund would be managed by the airlines under
~-inter-carrier agreement.

Effect:
Administration of

~he

replacement fund by the carriers would keep

federal involvement to a minimum.

---

3. The replacement fund would be disbursed as follows:
• - - 50% would be distributed in cash to the participating airlines
....

in proportion to the surcharp:es each contributes to the fund;
- - 50% would be used as a loan guar::mtee fund with the

:.

entitlement of each P<lrticipati!li; carrier computed on the basis
of its total system revenues.

Loan guarantees Would be author

up to three times the amount ot each airline's entitlement.
Effect:

-

--

.

I

About $1.4 billion in cash· would be available to. carriers.

of a loan guarantee fund enables carriers to obtain financing for
newUse
airplanes.
,,-

4. Any unused balance in the loan guarantee fund after ali loans

have been Paid off Will be Placed in the Airport and Airvrays Trust Fund.
5. The tax on Passenger tickets

?~'ld

freight waybills collected for

-~

theEffect:
Airport and Airways Trust Fund would be reduced by 2% for 5 Years.
..........

...._

A reduction in the ticket tax to balance the SUrcharge prevents the
·cost of air tra.<lsportation from increasing.
\
•
6. Appropriations would be authorized from the Airport and Airways

non-FA..~

Trust FUnd to pay the cost of retrofittiP.g those

36 aircraft

Which
thethe:rn.
airlines elect to retain in domestic serVice,. rather than replace
or
retire
~

.......

Effect:

----

~

Th.e cost of retrofitting 2/3 engine airplanes is esti:rnated to be about
$350 lltillion (in inflated dollars). If tlJe airlines choose to retrofit the

approxi:rnately 75 four-engine aircraft which may be econolllic to retrofit
·-:--...
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~
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Option #2

--··-- ---. -..

1. The CAB would be encouraged to approve a 2% surcharge for

7 Yeiu-s on carriers• domestic Passenger tickets and freight waybills.
Revenues from the surcharge would go into a replacement fund.
Effect:
---..:....:..:

1

About $2 billion in l"evenues, 30% of the approximately $6. 4 billion
needed to. replace 4 engine airplanes '"onld flow into the replacement

;

2. The replacement fund, managed by the airlines under an

-

inter-carrier agreement, would be distributed according to the amount
e ach carrier contributes.

-

-Effect:

1.

Administration of the fn11d by carriers minimizes federal involvement.
Funds ·could be used for Purchase of any type of new aircraft.
There WOuld riot be any cross subsidy or pooling of funds:· .

•

3. International carriers and the Portion of a domestic carrier's
airplaneS used in international senice (determined by the propoi-tion

-------------------------------------------~--------~----------

its international reVenues be:u- to total revenues) are exempt from the

domestic standard and do not participate in the domestic Aircraft Replace,!nent Fu!19.

>-"

...
~

.,

Effect:
About one-third of TWA's and almost all of Pan Am's fleet would
be exempted. The exempt portion of an American carrier's fleet would
come Within the international fund (6 below).

.

I

4.

Anv

balance in the replacement fund at the end of the 7 year

~ould be placed in the Airport and Airways Trust Fund.
5. The tax on passenger tickets and freight waybills collected for
-the Airport a'ld Airways Trust would be reduced by 2% for 7 years.
Effect:
.

A reduction in the ticket tax that corresponds to the surcharge will

not increase the cost of air transportatio:u.
6. A surcharge on 211 international tickets and waybills would be
collected to facilitate replacement of 4 engine airplanes in international

.

serVice for both domestic and foreign carriers. A distribution formula
.

would be worked out through ICAO.
Effect:
Separation of domestic and international operations prevents uneven

~eatment of either domestic or foreign carriers.
--- from the uncommitted b:Uan<:!'
'1. Appropriations would be authorized
($1. 4 billion) in Airport and Airways Trust Fund to pay for retrofit of
2/3'engine airplanes.
""

.,.

-·-------.--.

- 5QPtion #3

~equire the carriers to submit a plan Within 6 months aft~

1.

a noise rule takes effeCt stating the number of airpl2nes they intend
to retrofit and the number they intend to replac<:_:
Effect:

.

I

'I'I1e FAA, airframe manufacturers, and airlines Will know the
estimated demand for retrofit kits and new airplanes and can estimate
the costs.
2. An escrow fund would be created and would receive moneys from
two sources:

--

I

-- !Jle $1.4 billion surplus in the Airport and Airways Trust
_Fund;
7
-

a

1% sW::ch:ttge. approved by the CAB to be levied on domestic

passenger tickets a_nd freight waybills.:.
Effect:

About $2 billion would be placed in the fund in 5 years. Of this amount,

$1.4 billion would be available immediately to be used for replacement.
The carriers would decide how they would meet the noise requirements.
3. Disburse the funds as follows:

. ------------------------------------------------~-------

- -Estimate the retrofit costs and set tlie amount necessary to meet
them aside;
-~

- -Allocate the funds remaining after retrofit equally among the
airplanes to be replaced:..

The total cost of retrofit ($350 million in current dollars) would be
covered •
'

.1\.bout $1.6 billion, approximately 25% of the amD'.mt needed to rep
4-engine airplanes (roughly $6.4 billion), would be available for ;i:hat
purpose.
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BACKUP PAPER ON FINANCING AIRCRAFT NOISE REDUCTION

1.

..

INTRODUCTION
•

There are four parts to the aircraft noise problem:

· Ohe, an unacceptably high level of noise at major U.S. I·
airports, and the resultant pressure for a responsible
Federal Government noise-reduction program.
..
.
Two, the inability of much of the airline industry to
obtain conventional
program. financing to undertake a noise
reduction
Three, the present ue avat 1ab lllty of net·:-generati on air-

craft as suitable replacements under the program.

.

Four, declining employment in the U.S. aerospace Industry,
and threatening encroachment of government subsidized
foreignmarket.
competition on the U.S. share of the world aerospace
II.

i

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

A.
•

The National Airport Noise Problem

Aircraft noise has become a serious problem at seven key U.S .
airports and a considerable Irritation and annoyance at about
one hundred more, derogating the quality of life for 6 to 7
mil 11 on ct t i zerts • Pressure from airport opera tors and consumer
groups compel action by the Federal Government in order to avoid:
--

Curfews at major airports, which would interfere with air
commerce and disrupt our national air system by delaying
mail and cargo, and requiriQg__ ~xpensive and difficu1t
repositioning and rescheduling of aircraft.

Billions of dollars in potential
law suits and/or land
_.
acquisitions.

Federal preemption of local restrictions and the resultant
Federal liability for claims against local airport operators.
To correct the noise pt·ob 1em, DOT pt·oposes issuance of a regu 1at I on
requiring opera tors of the aI r~:ra f t not meeting FAR 36 standards
to c~ply with these standards within a 6- to 8-year period,
depending on aircraft type, by retiring and replacing them exceot in
the case of net<e ,. a I t·c raft for which retrofIt makes sense.
;

;.

...______ --

--

- 2 •

-

•

.

There are 2,148 jet aircraft in the U.S. commercial fleet today •
Of these, 77 percent, or 1,654 p1anes, exceed FAR 36 standards.
These consist of approximately 500 1960-vintage four-engine aircraft, 1,100 more recent h;o- and three-engine aircraft, and 50
early 747's. Relatively few of the noisy aircraft are found in
the fleets of the all-cargo and supplemental carriers. The
majority are owned by the trunk carriers; four trunks--American,
Pan Am, HIA, and United--account for nearly two-thirds.

.

I

If all 1,654 noisy aircraft were retrofitted; the cost in today's
dollars would range from approximately $870 million to $1.6
billion:
$255 million for the 1,100 two- and three-engine a-Ircraft
(at an average cost of over $200,000 per aircraft).
From $600 million to $l.3 billion for the approximately 500
four-engines (not including the 747's). The cost of these
kits--which have not yet been developed--is estimated to
range from $1.2 million to $4.5 million, depending on certain
assumptions, the most important of which is the number of
aircraft to be retrofitted. A reasonable estimate, assuming
all four-engines Here retrofitted, would be from $1.2 million
to $2.5 million per aircraft. The higher unit cost, as compared to the two- and three-engine retrofit, is a function
of the greater difficulty of retrofitting these planes, the
larger number of engines, and the smaller numbers of planes
involved.
The 50 747's would cost approximately
$13 million to retrofit.
.
\

Retrofit is conceded
to increase operating costs for most narrow•
bodied four-engine aircraft, and it is expected the airlines
will choose to replace rather than retrofit these aircraft.
The kits are expensive and would add nothing to the useful
life of the planes. The airlines have indicated it would. be
economically preferable to replace---almost all \'lith a quieter,
more· efficient aircraft, if one \vere available, contingent
upon obtaining the necessary financing.
•

Not all the four-engine aircraft in the fleet today will be in
the fleet at.the end of 1984. But not all will have been retired
either. Between now and then, it is expected that the airlines
will purchase on the order of 700 additional aircraft* to meet

*-Projecting the composition of individual carrier fleets and the total U.S.
fleet 8 years into the future is a difficult, complicated exercise, requiring considerable amounts of judgment as to carrier decisions, as well as
quantitative data. The figures included in this paper are preliminary
and may be revised; however, the relationships and the ranges are finnly
established and can be used Nith recsonable confidence.
,~,,\
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anticipated traffic growth and to replace worn out, uneconomic
aircraft (additional requirements resulting from Federal noise
reduction
notnoted
included).
the programpolicies
shou1d be
here: Several points central to
The airlines are not expected to need a significant nuw~er
of new aircraft before 1980 or 1981. Existing aircraft,
combined· with orders cur.·ently on the books and supplemented
only slightly by additional purchases, should handle ptojected traffic increases until then. In addition, because
of their poor financial condition, ·some carriers ~<ill find
it difficult to obtain financing for new equipment. For
this and other reasons, the carriers can be expected to pnstpone rep 1a cement orders until they become abso 1ute ly necessa
On the other harid, to meet the 1984 noise regulation with a
·new technology aircraft, the airlines would have to place
firm orders for such aircraft in the next 12 to 18 months.
1hus. there is a oao of from 2 to ve,rs hetween the investment decision the· airlines wou 1d make in the norma 1 course •
of events--absent a noise regulation--and the accelerated
decision they must make to comply with the noise reduction
program.

~

i .•

I

.f

Many of the noisy four-engine aircraft currently in the
fleet ~<ill be retired under the airlines' anticipated
schedule. But more than hal~-between 275 and 350--are
expected to be still in the fleet by the end of 1984 (as
c~o and charter aircraft, if not in passenqer scheduled _
service). Host of these planes are, or soon will be, fully
depreciated. Hm,ever, the expense· of retr·ofitting them, with
kits rangjng from $1.2 million to $4.5 million, would make
co~tinued operation in most cases uneconomic.

w~et

The cost of a realistic and economic program to
the noise
i-eduction requirement by 1984 has been estimated as follD',Is:
$400 to $450 million (in 1976 dollars) for retrofit of approximately 950 t•·10- and three-eng·; ne aircraft, 50 747' s, and
approximately 75 four-engines
retrofit.
--. that may be economical to
From S4.o to $5.5 billion (in 1975 dollars) for accelerated
replacement of the other 200 to 275 noisy four-engines
expected to be in the fleet after 1984.

-

If the airlines choose to retrofit none of the narrowbodied ~ur-engine aircraft then the cost of replacement

- 4.-

increases
to a range of from $5.5 billion to $7 billion
(in
1976 dollars).

B.

~k Airli~Industr~*

•

(Detail

nois~

Although the national interest quite clearly compels a
1
reduction program, the financial condition of the trunk airline
industry, and in particular of certain companies within the
industry, calls into serious doubt the industry's ability to
finance such a program through conventional means.

~<ill

•

In the normal course of events, the airline industry
have
to raise on the order of $25 billion to $30 billion (in inflated

dollars) between not< and 1985 in order to purchase an estimated
700 new aircraft that will be made necessary by traffic grO\·tth
and obsolescence of existing aircraft, to repay debt, and for
other miscellaneous capita) expenditures.
•
-

As is well known, the air carriers have had almost 10 years of
very lean earnings (since 1967 an average pre-tax profit margin
of 2.5 percent and ROI of 5.7 percent). There seems little
doubt that for the last year or so (princi;ally as a result of
the 1974-75 economic recession combined w; c:, rapidly escalating
costs) the indus try's collective abi 1i ty to finance any major
capital acquisitions has been at an extreme low point, both in
terms of its ""'" his tory and as camp a red to other industries.

..

.

econo~

doldrum~

.

.

Fortunately, the resurging
is bringing the industry out
of its
and positive earnings are in sight for the next
se1•eral years. The size of the existing fleet,
the addition
of current orders, is sufficient to make the need for ne11 aircraft investments relatively low through the period from 1976
to 1979. By the time substantial ne11 aircraft capacity iS needed,
it seems 1ike ly that the industry wi 11 have redeve J oped adequate
fi nanci a 1 strength to fund it. (Thls ass limes no extraordinary
financing needs and the help of regulatory reform.)

~<ith

•

IIOI,ever, the realistic noise reduction program would add $5.6 to
$7.7 billion.(in inflated dollars) to the industry's capital
requirement, which clearly constitutes an extraordinary financing

*The focus of at ten ti on in this paper is on the fi nanci a 1 condition of the

~<hI

trunk air carrier· indust''Y because the. majOrity of the noisy aircraft,
and virtually a 11 of the noisy four-engine aircraft
ch shou 1d be
replaced, are concentrated therein. Any financing options considered by
either the industry or the government must of course take into accou#nt
the fact
that industrv.
there are noisy a i •·cra ft o"ned b,v comnan i es outside· th .:;
trunk
airline

-Fo~
~
<?-·

.

.

-
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need.* Capital needs \·/Ould increase by 19 to 31 percent. from
which the airlines would derive no direct traffic or revenue
increases, and only slight capacity increases. An incremental
requirement of this magnitude is beyond the near-tet~ ability
of the industry to finance in any normal fashion, since both
the
debt aand
equity markets have been foreclosed effectively
for sever
1 years.**

Yet, to obtain deli very of ne" generation aircraft in time; to
comply with the regulation by 1984, the airline industry would
have to accelerate its replacement schedule and make finm purchase
corrrnitments within the next 12 to 18 months. The industry very
simply is not in adequate financial condition to make such
commitments. It will begin to do so eventually, but too late to
obtain the economically and environmentally efficient aircraft
desired for the noise reduction program, to generate the jobs
needed now in the aerospace industry, and to counter the competitive threat of new-technology foreign aircraft.***
Compounding the problem greatly is the financial condition of
certain individual carriers within the industry. The use of
aggregate data to analyze the ability of an industry to meet a
specific financial need is often misleading. Individual
companies, possessing a specialized knowledge of their own
situation, can find ways aroundJinancial barri-ers that seem
insurmountable to the industry analyst. In this case, however •
the reverse is true. Several of the financially weakest
carriers in the industry are a1so the m-mers of large numbers of

•

*Assumes the combination of replacement and retrofit discussed earlier,
with a 5 percent annual inflation rate and using 1982 prices. Excludes
those four-engine ai roera ft possessed by other than the trunk airI i nes.
**In hearings on the Aviation Act, the heads of several banks and insurance
companies, the industry's traditional institutional lenders, testified
that they did not anticipate making further loans to any carriers, and
advised for
that the
capital
formation >tas, and >tould
problem
industry.
~-- continue to .be, a critical
***An additional consideration is the potential impact of some approaches
that have been proposed for dealing with the industry's re-equipment
problem. Frank Borman, the CEO of Eastern Airlines, has recommended,
for example, that the industry conduct a design canpetition, select a
single new aircraft, and then agree to·purchase that·aircraft only.
The consequences of such an approach for the ·competitive structure of
the aet~ospace industry are serious.
~-·

...
--.,...._.._

__

~ce ·~•

noisy aircraft, and will
of the largest
for funds >tith lihich to replace those aircraft.

~qul~ments

. time remaining
TWA, for example, has had an extremely difficult
solvent over the past year and a half. In fact, having asked
for and been
Federal subsidy, it has avoided bankruptcy
only through extraordinary efforts on the part of management and
acquiescence on the part of Its lenders. TI!A's problems >till not
Even though It >till approach breakeven
1976,
and should see a return to profitability in 1977, the company is
a few years a>tay from being an effective competitor for funds in·
the capital marketplace.* Yet by 1985, TI!A probably >till require
from $2 to $3 billion in capital (in inflated dollars) merely
to stay competitive and remain in business. The added cOst of
achieving noise reduction goals (that is, of replacing before
1985 those aircraft that 1·1ou I d othe n·li se remain in its fleet)
could increase H!A 's capita 1 needs by as much as $1.5 to 2. 0
b i lJ ion (in inflated do lJ ars) bet1·:een nw and then. Present
projections say it is highly unlikely that TIVA could finance
independently such a tremendously increased cqpital requirement.

refuse~
~nlsh ove~lght.

~

Two of the other carriers strongly impacted by the noise regulation,
Pan Am and flmerican, also have had financial difficulties recently
and would face similar problems 1n financing the purchase of
replacement aircraft. Pan
capital requirements in the 1976
to 1984 period could increase on the order of $1 billion (from
around $2 billion to as much as $3 billion), as would
(from around $3 bi.Jlion to around $4 billion).

A~·s

•

Ar..eric~n's

C. · The Need for a New-Generation Aircraft (Detail in Appendix B):

•

-

. ' States
llo major new aircraft has been developed in the United
for almost 10 years. In that time important design and technological advances have been
specifically to meet the
new economic, operating, and environmental constraints dictated
by rising labor
costs,
energy
demands..
·
· shortages, and changing market
,

~ada -~~any

*

rw~·s recent annoUnce~.ent that

it plans to sell 2 million shares of
common stock should not be construed as a sign of ability to compete in
the capital marketplace. The company quite clearly has been forced into
the sale by financial exigencies and as a res·ult will suffer a serious
dilution to its equity base. The shares will sell at a current market
price of around $13 as compared to a book value of $21. Something like
15 the
percent
or
priceofofthe~necompany
747 . will thus be sold for approximately $25 million,
•.
~

... 7 Although the technology exists, the present inability of the U.S.
airline industry to finance a new IJ''"r~ration of aircraft prevents
the r.Bnufacturers from nnvi ng beyond the design stage. It is
clearly in the national interest, hrML-ver, and in the interest of
the air traveler and the airline industry, to take advantage of
of such gains:
Greater noise reduction: A nc-\'1 technology aircraft 'tmuld
sound about three times quiel~r than a nonretrofitted 707.
and twice as quiet as a retrofitted .707.
Greater fuel efficiency: In the period from 1981 (when the
first ne~·1-technology aircraft \'.ou1d be introduced under th-e
accel erat~d-repl aceiTEnt progr.1111) until 1986 (1-1hen all newtechnology rep1acerrent aircr,Jft v1ould be delivered) the
total savings in jet fuel is estimated to amount to about
2.5 billion gallons.

.I

Productivity: Measured again~t existing aircraft, a newtechnology aircraft would off~r greater payload for its
size and \.,.eight, would be rron· reUable and more easily
maintained, and would cost lc~.-:; to operate and less to
acquire per unit of productivity .

I
!

!

"t

..

D.

The Dec1inino Prosoects of the U.S .. Aerospace Industrl' (Detail
in Appendix B).
The United States achieved its protninence in the world aerospace
market because of its technical superiority; most important civil
aviation advances historically have' been .. made in U.S. products.
But lack of orders for a new plane has virtually stalled technical
development since the widebody jet~; were introduced. Newer foreign
aircraft such as the A-300-B show t.he potential for meeting certain
market demands which current U.S. pt'C\ducts cannot (i.e. efficient
operation over short-medium range n)utes). This, combined with
declines in U.S. Government outlays for aircraft and engines,
has already had serious consequenn·s-for U.S. airframe and engine
manufacturers, a major source of et•tployment and export sales.
Since 1968:
..-/.

Real in9ustry sales have declineq 37 percent.
Employment has declined 37 percent.
Aerospace exports. as a percent of GNP have declined 42 percent.
_.

Each $30 million lost in ~alrs translates into a loss of
1,000 full time jobs and $15.5 million in payroll.

.... "8 ...

Wh i Je the U.S. indus try shrinks t n rea J terms, fore; gn aerospace
manufacturers -- spurred by Government subsidy -- are grm<ing Jar
more capable technologically, and more agressive. It is conceded
that the U.s. cannot continue to hold its present 80 percent
share {of >IOrld civil aircraft in operation). The question;of how
large a share European and other foreign manufacturers take Will
depend in part on how long U.s. production of a new aircraft is
delayed. A 2- to 3-year acceleration of the present timetable could
be very important in that it would allow U.s. rr<tnufacturers to Produce a new generation of planes when U.s. airlines will need them
and when new foreign products will be on the market •
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FINANCIAl COiiD I TI 0.'/ 0 F TilE TP.Ui: K AI P.l IN F. INDUSTRY
•

-

-

The ability of the airline industry to finance equipment replacement depends, as it t·:culd in any other industry, on its ability
to generate fur.ds internally (through depreciation and
and;or ex tern ally (from the equity market ana1or debt market).
Table 1, follot·1ir.g, Pl'ojects sources and uses for the l977-19e4
period, using the specified economic and traffic assumptions.
Internal Source2

earnir.~s)

1.

As the table sho~. depreciation will yield.a total of Slo.o billion
th~ugh
1984. Aircraft sales will Yield only about $COO million,
leaving tile airlines $18. 7 i 11 ion short of their tota 1 ·needs of
b

$29.1 billion. This amount must be met through earnings, now loans,
leases, or net·t equity financing. The cost of a realistic noise re
program t·tould increase the total need for funds by the end of 1984
by around
,1 round 3fi
23 oercent,
percent, to
to $36 billion.*
bi 11 ion and t·1ou 1d. increase the de fi cit
by

S~s

~

$

Industry ean,ings are projected to range from $.3 to $. 5 billion

2.

in 1976-1977 to $.6 to $.7 billion to:·;e.rd the end of the period,**
and could total about $5 billion, which would leave a financing
·need of $ l 3. 7 bi l 1ion, or about $2 l bi lJ ion tther. noise reduct; on
costs are taken into account. This "gap" must be met through
Eixternal sources -- the equity marl,et and/or the del:tt market.
External Sources
•
Because of the airlines• poor earnings record for the pas': 10 Years
(see Table 2) both the equity and debt mar/,ets have been effectively
foreclosed to the" ·fer some time. Airline stocks have not been a
r-ecorrmended buy for much of this period, and at·e not being reco111r.ended
·as an i nve s tmen t for the future, except for possible short- term

-*

**
.

Assumes
cost bfl7ion
of the rePlacement/l·etrofit
program is in the middle of
the
$5.6 the
to $7.7
range.
-

in~stEent

Sin~

To earn $.5 billion, the industry t·!oulrt have to achieve ahout 9 percent
to 10 percent RO! at current
levels.
1967, RO! for
the domestic trunks plus Pan Ar.1eri car. has ranged from a high of 8. 5 perccrit to a low
2.1 percent, avet·aging only 5.7 percent .

o~

gains In the next six months.* At present, airline stocts
stand at aoproxtmately 60 percent of fhetr 1967 value (versus

120 percent for the Dow-Jones Average).

•

·

The major source of airline debt financing through the 1960's-traditionally the large InSurance ccmpanles--has been closed for
six years. Under tiel'/ York la:·1, l!e1·1 Yo,·k Insurance ccmpan I es. are
forbIdden to make further 1cans. In a s
submitted t'o
the House Pub lt c l·!o>·ks and Trans porta ti on Ccrrmtttee
.:enkt ns ;
Chat rman of l·'et>·opo 1I tan Lt fe Inourance, sat d: ". • . "" fee 1
confl~nt that Metropolitan Hill lose no man~ on Its current
at r It ne I nves tme nts as they run off, ·but under preoen t condltt ons,
no new money
lJ be 1oa ned. " Before 1e c. de rs HI lJ cor.:m I t ne1·1 Ce b t
capita
1
,
JenkIns
,; (theY) wt 11 requl re a sound equity base and
good profits . • .added,
"

tate~Cent

~eo1·ge

~<I

~e

~~

3.

\

DOT"Is confident that the proposed Aviation Act of·J976 will
return the AviatIon Indus t1·y to 1ong-tem profi tabll i ty and e ltmt nate
the capt ta 1 expen dl tm·e prob 1em of the future. · Hcc·:ever, no re,edy
is seen for the problem of funding the capital decisions that must be
now In
to achieve a quieter and
fuel efficient fleet
end of 1984. Airline earnings_ are the key to both Internal
aod external funds
but as .the foreoolna data makes clear
. even· a hi !;h I eve I of earnings 1·11 lJ not insure that the i ndc•s try
!J
able to finance the' Ss. o to $7. 7 billion neede.<i for the noise
. reduction
program
through norma1 means. .
£roblem Carri et·s

.~Y"the

•

'

or~r

~ore

9~Qeration.

>~i

•

\

.

The flnanct ng p rob 1ems anticIpated for the Industry 1·1i 11 De·
concentrated hea"vily In major carri e1·s, 'thl ch have the moSt fourengine aircraft In their fleet and consequently the
burden, particularly t,rr.erican, TI·IA, and Pan Am. As shown In Table 3,
these three carriers have together accounted for a large Portion of
the industry's losses over the last five yeiirs and, '"ith the possible
except! on of Ame rl can, have re 1a ttve ty undes i •·ab l e debt burdens.
Further, as shown in Table 4, Amari can end T1·1A, (presuming that
they cou 1d obtaIn the debt fl nanci ng tr:ey l<ou 1d need,) UN'e r the
burden of the noIse reduction program "Ou 1d have debt/equity ratios of o
4 and 5.7
while Pan
be near 2. These carriers
are
likely
to
have
great
difficulty
in
raising
the capital that >:ould be
requir~d by the noise r~gu1ation. .

greatest-~troflt

~spectively,

1i

~~·s·would

fi poten ti ill exception to thIs s ta te!J'en t Is the pending TW\ Issue of
2 million shares of stock. As explained In the text, the need for such
· an Issue IS created by TI-lA's poor fi nanci a 1 s I tua ti on and at the expected
price of the sale
lJ serious 1y dl 1ute the company's equIty base.
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PROJECTED USES !,f!Q SOURCES OF FUiWS
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1Currcnt Da11ars in Billion:)
Uses of Funds

-

1977

Property t. Equi pr::ent

$1.28
.5
.3

Dc_.bt Rcpay~ent

Divid2nds & Other

.'~~

-

1984

$5.73
•4 -

.5 .

-

Tctal Uses

--

1980
$1.6B
.6

$2.08

__J_

$2.7B

$6.2B

·,

'
Sources of Funds

I

..

:

Depreciation
Sales of Aircraft
Total

.

~

1.1

1.2

1.1

.1

So~1rces

.

Uses less Internal Sources

$ .88

.o

.,

-

1.1

. $1.68

.

.
.
.
.

1.6

10.0
.4

-

.I

1.7

-10.4

$4.58

$18.7B

-fiOTE: · The fo11 m-ti ng grO\·lth rates are assumed in the proj. ecti Gns: .
\

'

.
•

Ifeal GNP

3.7%

Inflation

5.1%

- RP/1 s
1

Domestic

6 .:>.<>

,...cJ

International "' 5.3%
System

6. 2%

•

:.

..

'

..
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.

\
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SELE'CTED FINANCIAL DATA FOR TRUNK C/\RP.IF.:R Ii':DUSTRY
(Sy:;tciil Op~ruticns, Inciuding Pun f~m)

. ..

l

'

19G7-1~75

(Dollars in millions)

.

Operating
Revenue
1957

•

6,902

1959

..

7,765

..

1970

8 '131

1971
.\

'

10.4%

411

5.6

247 .

..

Qi783

...

266

!

.:1973

10,905

287

I

I

1974

12,865

1975

.

447

. 13,374
9 Yr. Total

.lllli

$84,653

;

:

8.5%

\

4.6

(1. 9)

1.8

0.6

3.7

2.8

6~0

2. 6'

5.6

3.5

'6.8
2.8

2.5%

....

!nvestr.:~nt

'

. . . .. .(-)

$2;076

Return on

.6.1

3.2

;

55

I

y

S638

(154)

8,811

1972

Pre-Tux ,.
..
_profit .nargin ·

-

$6, 11·7

1968

.. . ' '

Pre-Tax

Profit

NA

.

Return element includes net income and interest on long term debt •
•

•

•

.

•

Source: CAB Form 41/TPI-32 Reports

0
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TABLC 3
SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA FO~ TRUNK CARP.IFRS (Including Pnn Am) 1971 TO 1975

'

'

Carriers with Large
N•;mbers of
4-Engine Aircraft
Trans

Operating Revenues

'Net Income (Loss)

($ f'!illions)

·

~/or1 d

(S ~'li11i ons)

$ 7,679.9

Arneri can

Profit (Loss) Margin
(Percent)

$ (24.5)
0

7,583.5

United

·.

I

(39.5)

I

9,681.2
,

Pan ~.:neri can

155.6

•

7,169.1

(0.3)%

'

...

.

(233.9)

' Eastern

..

De1ta

\

1.6

48.2

. (3.3)

75.9

(65.1)

(l.o)

.5 ,502. 5.

268.8 ...

68:2

4.9

44.8

4.1

. 57.7

2 ,201. 3

Hestern

93.1

0

2,113.4

No rth1·:es t

i

2,984.8

Continental

National
0

T~ .. -1.

45.4

6,629.2

I

Braniff

xJ

x

•

73. 0~~

(0.5)

'<

Others

11

0

I

"'

74.5
.203.5

2,081.4

21.3

1,821. 1

82.3

, ~"'

-System Operations, 'ne~ember 31., 1975

-

.

3.5
•

.

43.8

6.8

1.0

28.3

• 71.7

J

4.5

46.7

.....

.,

TABLE 4

; i I

I
<

\

AIRLINE

[0NG TERr1

CAPITAL EXPfW!!1"U~ES

(1977-1984)

American

!'

$3-3.5

J

Pan Am

,

:

3.0

4.2

'

Industry

1.1

. $27.1

1.3

\
-

I

SOURCE:

ll

"
i

.78

3.0

$2-.3

United

'

•

1.8

Th'A

EQUITY.!!
1904

-- 1976

--~-------·---------

,,

..

•

<

J

I
I

> ,;,,

I

REP LAC E/1E1JT CAP I TAL

1980

.47

2.3

1.7

I

$1.2

• 74

2.2

;:I

2.8

l.o·

I

4.4

I

2. 17.

I

1. 5-2.0
{

.56

• 34

• 74

.98

I

REQUIRED UY 1984~

~

2.0

I

<

I

1.52

I

l. 78

I

. 5.5-7.7

I.

. 5. 77

Alliance One Institutional Services and TPI-32

.

Assumes borrowings for capital needs without respect to

carrie~ abllt~ to obtain financing,

21

Based
four-engine
aircraft
remaining In fleet after 1984, with replacements
(including
spares)
valuedonat number
a 1982 ofcost
of $27 million
each.
·
·
,.

.~

I
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APPEIIDIX B

--

ADVIINTAGES OF P.CCELER,\T£0 D[VELOPt·!Etn OF NH/ TECHNOLOGY AIRCRAFT

1.

-

-

Greater Noise Reduction

• A ne1·1-technology replacement aircraft 1·10uld be far- quieter than
the quietest existing aircraft. The gain achievable is illustrated
in
1, which outlines the area exposed, on a single event •.
to a noise level equal to or greater th ali 90 EPIIdB --rough 1y

Figu~

equivalent to the sound of a busy

do~mto~m

street.

-- The go EPNdB contour of the 707/DC-8 aircraft (technology of
the 1950's) extends more than 20 miles beyond the brake release
point on
of landing.
takeoff and roughly nine miles pr.ior- to the touchdm-m
point

~;~ ~

..-

:1

'<l

J

-- The ot:.. 10, emp 1oyi ng the 1ate 1960 1s techno 1ogy CF-6 engine,
is able to confine the 90 EPNdB contour to imuch
area,
equivalent to the over-water a•·ea south of logon International.
It
is FAR
significantly
quieter
than a Sl\11 retrofitted 727,
meets
36 standards
.

s~ller
~thich

...

$

. -- Fur-ther- important noise reduction advances are l'eflected in the

l~yer

noise contour of a ne1·1 Tri-jet "hich has doub]r,
acoustical
linings, and the 1970's technology CF/1-56 or JTJOD engines 1dth
ne1·i design fan and turbine stages. Those engines are expected
to be avai1ab7e for use in ne\·; aircraft.

2.

froductivi~v,

Operating and Safety Gains

•

\

\

.

• Technological advances possible today i1i]] result in a ne1·1 aircraft
With greater payload for its size and l·teight--an aircraft that is
more re l i ab 1e, w.ore easily mai nte i ned, costs less to operate, and
costs Tess to·acquire per unit of productivity. These benefits
accrue to the .Public, the air trav~. and the airlines.
• as:
Grea tet• efff ci en ci es are achieved through such techno 1ogi ca1 advances
__./

-- Supercritical aerodynamics concepts ·in >ting airfoil and body
design, which can yield a lighterand more efficient aircraft.
-- engines
lf gbter, and
more
aerodynamic pr'opulsi on system and more efficient
nacelles.
--"

Digii:al electronics for .avionics systems and in-flisht control to
avoid engine abuse, improve navi gati en and epproach prcci s ion,
provide inct·eased
reli<:tility, r.Jaintainebility, safety and fuel
efficiencies
.
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structu~J

~signs

New
concepts, new materials, and computer-aided
which
1·1i
II
resu
1
made up of fe>~er, I ess ·
complex parts. t i o a 1I gh ter at rcraft
·
•

The new aircraft Hill be safer for the air traveler, through improve'"2nts in inflight control, and new interior materials of much
improved flammability/smoke/toxicity characteristics.
•

The ne;; aircraft
1 II camp Iy· 1·1ith the rr.o re r i go ro us engine J,o II
standards
set for1'11979.
· ut an

•
The ne;·t aircraft, by virtue of irr:provements in systems and
be certified 1·1ith a t:'/0-man flight deck
important contri- ·
bution to control of airline costs and hence ticket prices.

Cl'eV~--an

•

In terms of seats, range and operation a I ch a racteri st i cs, the """' a i
era ft \·li II be more c I ose Jy attuned to marketing requirements of the
late 1970's and mid 1980's •. On many routes today the aircraft used.
are sma II er than optima I , makIng zdditi on a I fl i ghts necessary; on
other routes aircraft of longer range than nec.essary are used, •·thich
incurs both ~1e i gh t and e ffi ci en cy pen a1ties. A market -matched a 1rcraft Hould convert into increased airline efficiencies.
·•

"'

•

The new af;·craft Hill use computQl'-aidec' flight profile manage""'nt,
Which in ere as es ai rcra ft, airport and ai n'ays sys tern product i vi ty.
The n~ aircraft will accept the standardized inte~ine cargo
container (LD-3). This \·:auld al1cw n:uch improved _efficiency in
the hIgh grm•th a I r cargo Indus try, by a vot ding much of the 1 abo r
and hand! i ng costs, 1·1hi 1e Interfacing efficiently. l·ti th all-cargo
and interline air car~ services,
\

•
3.

Ener9y Savings
Replacer.:ent of 707/DC-8 aircraft h'ith ne11, high-technology
aircraft \·muld result in reduced energy consumption per seat
mile flmm. JJ The estimated magnitudes of the savings from variOus
noise reduction pro9rams are shmvn be 1ow:
A program resulting in the retrofit of about 100 of
the 707/DC-8 a i rcl~aft and rep 1ccement of the rest .
\·lith neH,- high-technology aircraft·Nould pt~avide an
enet·gy saving of about 2.5 billion gal1ons ·of jet
fuel--an energy cost saving of about $900 mi 11ion
over the period of the p1·ogram (1981-1986) at todayts
price.

T/

·

This is based on compa rl son of the fleet ml x that \·tas e s ti mated to resu It
from implcc:entation of the proposed p·ogrcms 1·1ith the fleet n;ix esti:::ateG
to result in the event tilat no progrc" •·;ere undertaken. The
hightechnology aircraft is estimated to be
mo1·e fuel efficient than a
707/DC-8 on a seat r.dle'pe.t· galJon basis.

30~

---- ----- -·---

.

--

ne~<,

•

A program resulting in the replacement of all 707/0C-8 .
~ircraft with new, high-technology aircraft would provide
an energy savin~ of about 2.8 billion gallons--a cost
saving of over $1 billion over the program period.
A program resulting in the retrofit of all 707/0C-8
aircraft \·tould irr.pose an additional energy requirement
of about 220 million gallons over the program period.
It should also be noted that retrofit of the 727/737/DC.j.9
aircraft \·1oul d not cause a measurable change in the energy
requirement of the commercial aircra~t fleet.
The annual energy saving of the program would in 1985
amount to about 8% of the total jet fuel consumption-of
the commercial aircraft fleet.
Positive I~pact on the U.S. Aerospace Industry

4.

•

The 2- to 3-year gap between expected development and
accelerated develop~ent of a new-generation aircraft is
significant fOl' the national interest in general~ but could
be crucial for the U.S. aerospace industry. lacking a
market for a new plane -- and thus the opportunity to put
theit' dra~·Ji;.g-board technology tOt\·:ork --the U.S. manufacturers
already hava lost sorr:e of the technologic.1l advantage they have
always enjoyed over foreign competition.
·

•

A potentially more critical loss is U.S. ·share of the \·torld
aerospace market. If de1ivery of a ne\·t aircraft is delayed
to 1985, as appears 1ike1y absent the spur of a realistic noise
program, foreign coi::petiti on -- \·lith ne\·!er products to offer -~
may secure their. ho 1d on a major share of the Horl d market, and
. the U.S. industry may decline to a level from \':hich it cannot
·. easily recover.*

•

The economic impact on the aerospace industry and on the u:s .
economy in gen.eral \·;auld be enorrr.ous-:-Hith sales of $28 billion,
and employment of arol.ind 950 thousand, the industry has been a
major factor in the U.S. economy fol' nearly the 1 ast quarter
century. Since 1968, hm·iever -- as a result of the prob 1 ems of
its client industry, the U.S. airline!;, and a reduction ir. military
purchases -- aerospace has experi encec! ·a very shal~p decline:
Direct employment has declined 37 percent.
Industry payroll as a percent of all manufactm'ing
payroll has declined 30 percent.

--·

*

The dmi:~stlc l:iat·t..et is also at issue. In the absence of a ne\·1
U.S. 180-to-200 passenger airct~aft, U.S. airlines are looking at
such fot·cign aircraft as·the French-nade J\.-300-B, \..,rhich already
dcvaloped is substantially cheap~r.-- though less efficient-ttun a ne\·t gem:ration U.S. aircraft Hould be.
-· ·-

:=-~--~--.

-

~

.

.......

~

As a percent of G~lP, aerospace industry sales have
declined 42 percent •

.

Real aerospace industry sales have declined 37 percent.
•

As the real domestic and military markets have declined, U.S •
manufacturers have gro·.-rn heavily dependent on foreign
markets for sales of civil aircraft. Since 1968 civil aircr_aft exports
as a percentage of total civil aircraft sales have almost doubled. __ _
U.S. ai rfJ~an;e and engine manufacturers have turned more and rr.ore
to consortiums with Euro~ean firms, both to share developmental
costs and to ensure continued access to European markets. However~
the consequent sharing of production ~ill further erode U.S.
aerospace effi~loyrr.ent.*

•

Pnxious to reduce U.S. do~inance of the lucrative aerospace market •
foreign .governments have becorr.e increasingly protective of their
own aerospace industries and markets, and increasingly aggressive
about penetrating other r.1arkets, forming alliances uhere necessary
to do so (the French and German cor.:bined fol~ces to pl~oduce the successfu1
A-300-B). Thus, Nhile the U.S. aerospace industry has been declining
in real terms~ Europ2an and other foreign govcrnrr:ents have been
subsidizing expansion of their m·m aerospace industries~ and threaten
to encroach on both the U..S. and \'iodd markets. A loss of only
5 percent of present U.S. sales to foreign cospetition would result
in a loss of 47,000 jobs and $729 million in payroll.

•

Assuming that past relationships hold true, the proposed program
\·:auld accelerate by 2 to 3 years the rehidng of about 25,000
aerospace \•/ot·kers at a payro 11 of about $400 mi 11 ion a year.
'·

.,

.

•

*

An important consideration here is the effect erosion \·muld hav~?
on the structure of the U.S. aerospace industry. The competition betNeen
the !J;ree mc:jor manufacturers has helpeti to establish and rraintain U.S.
technological su~eriority. If a sizable share of the world market is
lost to foreign competition, one and rossibly t\\'0 manufacturers could
suffer seriously.
<.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

William F. Gorog

SUBJECT:

DOT Proposed Policy Statement on Aircraft
Noise and Replacement

Secretary Coleman proposes to announce an aviation noise
policy and a private sector aircraft replacement program.
Because of the breadth of the issues and because legislation
will be required, he seeks your approval prior to making his
statement public.
Secretary Coleman feels strongly that a deci~ion should
be made as soon as possible. He has been called to testify
September 1 before the House Aviation Subcommittee on
the Administration's aviation noise policy.
Two decisions are required:
•

whether to issue a policy statement establishing
noise standards, as proposed by the Department of
Transportation (DOT), or a more limited statement

•

if noise standards are to be set, what financial
alternative should be a part of DOT's statement.

At Tab A is discussion of the noise problem, the air
carriers' need for replacement aircraft, and the desirability of stimulating a new generation u.s. aircraft.
Reasons for a Policy Statement
Aircraft noise is a serious problem for 600,000 Americans,
at 26 major airports; it is a significant problem for~1
6 million, at about 100 airports.

-2-

DOT's proposed statement will clarify the Federal
.responsibility for reducing aircraft noise at its source
through the promulgation of noise standards for new and
existing aircraft. It delineates the major responsibilities
of carriers, airport operators, and State and local
Governments. By leaving responsibility for noise abatement
requirements other than source noise regulation with
State and local authorities, the proposal leaves liability
with them. such clarification of Federal action and
responsibilities will permit airport operators and air
carriers to make future plans with greater certainty.
Further, it will promote public understanding of the
economic costs associated with achievement of the socially
desirable goal of aircraft noise abatement. To some
extent it may relieve pressure on local authorities to
impose unrealistic, disruptive measures.
Secretary Coleman feels (see Tab B) that the program
would also:
Assure air carriers a means to replace certain
aging aircraft: the airline industry, wnich has
had a very low return on investment for a decade,
lacks adequate financial community support to purchase
needed new aircraft.

•

•

•

•
•

Stimulate the development of a new generation of
aircraft: there are now no u.s. manufactured long
range aircraft suitable to replace those that will
reach the end of their useful lives in the early 1980's.
Stimulate private sector jobs in the aerospace
and related industries: each new aircraft program
would add 10,000 new jobs within two years, 25,000
new jobs within six years.
Conserve energy: new technology aircraft would
be 25-40% more fuel efficient than existing B-707s/DC-8s.
Reduce noise significantly below present standards:
new aircraft would be 60% quieter than B-707s/DC-8s,
and being 40% larger, would serve more people with
fewer flights, thereby reducing landing/take-off
noise events.and airport congestion.
Maintain the u.s. pre-eminent position in the international aviation market in the face of stiff new
government-subsidized competition from France and
Germany: sales of u.s. aircraft abroad are our
second largest dollar export.
•

,.
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Encourage State and local governments to require
that land use around airports be compatible with
airport noise.

DOT recommends'that domestic air carriers and the domestic
portion of u.s. international air carriers' fleets be
required to meet Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 36,
(FAR 36) noise levels or to be retired according to the
following schedule:
B-747's - within six years
•

4-engine narrow-body jets - as soon as possible,
but within six to eight years
2- and 3-engine narrow-body jets - 1/3 within three
years, 2/3 within six years, with 1/3 permitted
to continue in use after six years at airports other
than the major ones with substantial noise problems.

Reasons for a Limited Policy Statement
An alternative to the comprehensive statement proposed
by Secretary Coleman would be to proceed with the issuance
of a noise policy statement, but limit Federal actions
to promulgation of more strict noise standards for future
aircraft types and establishment of the quietest operating
procedures that are safe.
This alternative would allow each community to determine
the degree to which it wishes to abatement measures.
This seems appropriate to some agencies because: 1)
over half of the six million people appreciably affected
by aircraft noise are located around five airports, 2)
a community could trade off the degree and cost of service
with the amount of noise it wished to accept. There
is evidence that many areas prefer to tolerate noise
rather than reduce air activity because of service and
employment losses that operating restrictions can bring.
It is not clear that action to control noise at the source
greatly changes people's perceptions of the annoyance
that jet planes cause.
Financing Alternatives
The imposition of noise standards on existing aircraft
will place a financial burden on some air carriers that
they cannot meet. Credit markets are virtually closed
to the industry, because the return on investment since
1967 has averaged 5.7%. Even with some loosening of
CAB control over air fares, as you proposed last October

-4in the aviation regulatory reform bill, it is unlikely
that the industry can assume the full burden of meeting
the FAR 36 noise standards within the proposed time
frame.
At the same time it is desirable to begin a new generation
of u.s. aircraft. The aerospace industry, given the
financially weak position of u.s. air carriers, does
not have the economic incentive to go forward with these
programs at this time. Each new u.s. aircraft has an
R&D cost on the order of $1 billion. Thus the noise
policy statement, potentially a significant stimulus
toward the needed new generation of aircraft, must consider
alternative means to generate the capital required to
retrofit and/or replace aircraft.
Option 1. - DOT recommends issuing the noise policy statement with the following financial plan:
•

Impose a 2% surcharge for 10 years, on all domestic
passenger tickets and freight waybills.
Deposit surcharge revenues in an Aircraft Replacement
Fund, managed by intercarrier agre~ment.

•

•

•

Grant each carrier drawing rights to the Fund in
proportion to its total system passenger and cargo
revenue. Withdrawals would be permitted only for
retrofit/replacement of 4-engine aircraft not meeting
FAR 36 noise standards, or replacement of non-FAR 36
2- and 3- engine aircraft.
Deposit any balances remaining in Fund after program
objectives have been achieved in the existing Airport/
Airway Trust Fund, dedicating them to noise control
purposes (including land acquisitions and easements}.
Seek legislation to authorize payment of the cost
of retrofitting 2- and 3-engine aircraft ($250 million}
from the Airport/Airway Trust Fund.
Seek legislation to reduce the Federal air passenger
ticket and freight way bill taxes collected for
the Airport/Airway Trust Fund from 8% to 6% and
from 5% to 3%, respectively.

Effect:
The $3-3.5 billion flowing into the Aircraft Replacement
Fund over 10 years would finance approximately one-half
of the $6.4 billion cost of replacing the some 200 to
275 B-707s and DC-8s that would otherwise be in airline
service at the end of 1984, the date by which the noise
standards must be met. This would probably be about
10% of the industry-wide capital requirements for this
period.

-5-

The user taxes flowing into the Airport/Airway Trust
Fund under the reduced rates would cover all outlays
chargeable to the Fund under the Airport Development
Aid Program (ADAP) bill through FY 1980. Without a tax
reduction, unused Trust Fund balances will grow rapidly
(to $1.7 billion by 1979) and become a target for tax
reductions or unjustified spending proposals, already
being advanced by the aviation industry.
Pros:
Administration of the Fund by the airlines would
minimize Federal involvement.
•

The capital provided will spark development of
a new generation airplane, but will not encourage
excess capacity because the surcharge provides only
part of the revenues needed for replacement.
Interference with market choices is minimal~ the
carriers have flexibility to decide how to use the
revenues from the surcharge.
Redistribution of surcharge revenues equalizes
the impact of the program, avoiding an unduly
severe impact on the four carriers that own 60%
of the B-707s/DC-8s.
The cost of noise reductions is placed on the users,
like a price increase (and cost-pass-through) imposed
by an unregulated industry to meet environmental costs.

•

Because the CAB approves air fares on the basis
of industry wide average historical costs, a surcharge
is required to pay for future increased costs.
Because of the reduction in the ticket and freight
taxes, the cost of air travel would not be increased.

•

"Trading" a reduction in excess revenues in the
Airport/Airway Trust Fund for a special surcharge
to help meet environmental and broad economic objectives is sound policy.

•

The Congress would be tasked to determine whether
the minimal noise reduction due to retrofit of 2and 3-engine aircraft is worth the $250 million cost.

Cons:
•

Pooling and redistribution of some revenues is contrary
to antitrust policy.
Controversy over revenue pooling, whether in the
Congress or before the Civil Aeronautics Board,
may delay announcement of new aircraft programs.

•

Redistribution of revenues penalizes those airlines
that do not have large numbers of noisy aircraft.

The principal criticism of Option 1 is that it would
create a $3.5 billion fund, collected from passengers
of all carriers in order to make the down payments on
new aircraft for those carriers with B-707s or DC-8s.
(Many carriers could draw funds toward replacement of
2- and 3-engine aircraft. These total drawing rights,
however, would be $350 million, about 10 percent of the
funds collected.) An alternative to the DOT option
is:
Option 2: - Modify Option 1 by having each carrier establish
its own Aircraft Replacement Account, just as the airport
security surcharge used to be handled. Each carrier
would collect the charge from its own passengers, use
the funds only for retrofit (or an equivalent amount
toward replacement), remit excess collections to the
Airport/Airway Trust Fund, and report receipts/disbursements
regularly to the CAB and DOT. While the surcharge receipts
would be taxable, the carriers with severe replacement
problems do not have current tax liabilities. For carriers
who do have to pay taxes, the existing investment tax
credit and accelerated depreciation schedules would preclude
too large a tax bite on the surcharge account.
Option 3: - Adopt the DOT noise policy requirements,
and leave to the private sector all financing questions
and the timing of new u.s. aircraft production. Request
the Congress to reduce the ADAP taxes (as in Option 1),
but leave to the carriers whether to seek a corresponding
fare increase from the CAB.
Option 4: - Issue no noise standards for existing aircraft.
Leave to local governments and airports determination
of acceptable noise levels.
Option 5: - Request further study, to include development
of financing options based 1) on tax incentives for financing
new aircraft production, and 2) on using current ADAP
funds for R&D expenses of new u.s. aircraft.

-7The following options modify the extent of the DOT proposed
statement:
Option 6: - Limit the surcharges in Options 1 or 2 to
flights over 850 miles, so that long-range passengers
pay the costs associated with long range aircraft, and
exempt pre-1975 2- and 3-engine jets from retrofit/replacement requirements.
Option 7: - Modify Option 1 or permit 2 to 2- and 3-engine
aircraft to be retrofitted using monies collected by
the surcharge (Avoids a Congressional decision on using
ADAP funds; does something (even if not much in terms
of actual noise reduction) for all air carriers and all
jet airports.)
Option 8: - Modify Options 1, 2, or 3 to delete pre-1975
2- and 3-engine aircraft from noise standards, on the
grounds that the benefit derived is not worth the cost.
Press Plan
Attached at Tab C for your approval is an announcement
to the effect that you have approved a noise policy statement
and directed Secretary Coleman to complete some editorial
work and issue the statement promptly.
The announcement is intended also as a statement of support
for the u.s. aerospace manufacturing industry.

Background Information
for DOT Proposed
Policy Statement on Aircraft Noise and Replacement
Statement of the Noise Problem
Airport neighbors, environmental groups, members of Congress, air carriers, and airports operators are calling
for a clear Federal commitment and action plan to reduce
aircraft noise:
Aircraft noise is a serious problem for about 600,000
Americans, at 26 major air carrier airports; it
is a significant problem at about 100 airports.
•

Aircraft noise has depressed the value of land surrounding airports.
Lawsuits for nuisance and condemnation in various
cities have cost airport operators $25 million in
judgments and settlements, and hundreds of millions
in land and easement acquisitions in the past five
years. They have paralized airport planning and
expansion.

•

To reduce night-time noise, airport operators are
being forced to impose use restrictions, such as
curfews and jet bans, that may lead to a significant
burden on interstate commerce. (The curfews shift
the noise incidents into the more conjested daytime
hours.)

•

A highly vocal group in Congress has held a number
of public hearings and introduced legislation to
retrofit all airplanes at Federal expense, and create
regional land use commissions.

•

EPA, which can establish its own noise regulations
under the Federal Aviation Act, has proposed mandatory
retrofit of particularly noisy airplanes.
Airport operators and air carriers have asked the
Federal Government to assume total responsibility
for aircraft noise reduction and assume the liability
for damages.

Amendments to the Federal Aviation Act in 1968 required
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to issue noise
standards for new and existing aircraft, taking into
account the technological and economical feasibility
of any noise standards established. FAA promptly issued
noise level standards (Federal Aviation Regulations,
Part 36 (FAR 36)) for new-design aircraft. All aircraft
designed since 1969 (i.e., the DC-10 and the L-1011)
meet FAR 36 standards. As of 1 January 1975 all new
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production commercial jet aircraft, even though designed
prior to 1969, must meet FAR 36 noise level standards.
(The affected aircraft types are the B-727, B-737, B-747,
and DC-9.)
The FAR 36 standards permit larger aircraft to make more
noise than smaller aircraft. They establish maximum
permissible noise levels at specified measurement points.
Noise generation on take-off is a function of take-off
weight (principally fuel load). Thus aircraft not meeting
the standards at maximum take-off weight will often generate
less noise than the maximum permitted when operated on
short flight segments.
The FAA has not, however, issued noise level standards
for the 1600 aircraft (77% of the current jet fleet) designed
before 1969 and produced before 1975. The public and
Congressional pressure for a noise policy statement is
directed at these aircraft.
The Aircraft Not Meeting FAR 36 Noise Standards
Three types of aircraft do not meet FAR 36 noise standards:
•

•

•

B-747 - about 50 aircraft, half of the present inventory •
4-engine, narrow-body jets (B-707, DC-8, B-720)none meet the standard (about 500 aircraft) These
are the noisiest, oldest, least fuel efficient aircraft.
2- and 3-engine, narrow-body jets (B-737, DC-9, B-727)some meet standards, some 1000 do not.

Some airlines have already retrofitted their early-production
B-747s to meet FAR 36 standards. The retrofit increases
fuel economy and lowers operating cost. The cost of
retrofit is about $250,000 per aircraft.
Significant (easily perceived) noise benefits can be
realized by retrofit and/or replacement of the 4-engine,
narrow-body jets. However, the cost of retrofit is high
($2-3 million per unit or a total of nearly $1 billion);
retrofit would add to the operating expense, and fuel
consumption would increase 1.5 percent. These aircraft
should be retired. in the normal equipment cycle in the
early to mid-1980's. Retrofit of these aircraft cannot
be accomplished, for technical reasons, until the early
1980's, the same time period in which replacement is
possible, at a cost of about $6.4 billion.
The B-707/DC-8 aircraft are twice as loud as the existing
newer 2- and 3- engine aircraft and 2.5-3 times as loud
as new technology aircraft that now could be produced.
They are relatively energy inefficient; new technology
aircraft could result in fuel and operating cost savings
of 30-40% per seat-mile.
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Marginal noise benefits can be realized by retrofit of
the 2- and 3-engine narrow-body jets. The ear does not
perceive the difference between retrofitted and non-retrofitted aircraft. The cumulative noise level problem
is severe at only a few airports. These aircraft will,
for the most part, be in service into the mid and late
1980's. They could be retrofitted in four to six years'
time at an average cost of $200,000 and a total cost
of $250 million. The fuel penalty would be negligible.
Replacement cost would be about $14 billion.
Noise Standards for International Aircraft
we should not impose noise level requirements upon u.s.
international air carriers more stringent than those
applied to foreign carriers operating to/from the United
States, for to do so would place u.s. carriers at a competitive disadvantage. Where u.s. air carriers serve both
domestic and foreign routes, the domestic requirements
should be applied only for that percentage of total operations that are in domestic service.
We have objected in the past to efforts by foreign governments, notably Japan, to impose unilaterally noise standards
or taxes on international carriers. State and DOT are strongly
of the view that such matters should be placed initially
before the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO). Only failing agreement through ICAO should the
United States unilaterally impose noise standards.
Fleet Replacement
The Nation's air carriers do not have the resources to
order the 700 new aircraft that will be required (some
$14 billion) in the next decade for normal replacement
and to meet traffic growth, independent of the noise
problem. The noise issue, with a possible requirement
to retrofit (at a cost of nearly $1 billion) or to hasten
retirement, only compounds this fleet equipment problem.
The major replacement issue is not the replacement mandated
by imposition of a Federal noise standard. Rather it
is a matter of funding the normal replacement cycle.
At worst, a 1984 noise standard deadline would move forward
the retirement of a few aircraft by 2-3 years.

-4Relatively few carriers have substantial numbe(s of B-707s
and DC-8s that require replacement:
•
•

American has 80-90, Delta has 32-34, United has
100, and Western has 18-23.
Pan American has 57 (but many will be retired in
any case by 1981, most are in international service,
and so would be exempt from domestic noise standards)
TWA has 90-100 (but many are in international service).

Replacement Aircraft for the Next Decade

u.s.

airframe manufacturers agree that the primary replacement aircraft for commercial air transportation in the
1980-1990 period will be a 200 passenger, widebody, medium
range aircraft incorporating new technology. This aircraft
will offer the opportunity for improved fuel efficiency
(30-40%), more significant noise reduction, reduced operating
costs, and optimal fleet planning.
The worldwide potential market in the next decade is
1400 aircraft, or nearly $30 billion in sales. If two
u.s. manufacturers and one European manufacturer were
to start deliveries at the same time, the u.s. market
share, based on past experience, would be over 90%.
If deliveries by u.s. manufacturers lag only two years
behind the European, the u.s. share might be sharply
reduced to less than 60%, a loss of $10 billion in
sales. If the lag were four years, then the potential
u.s. market share might be so small that no u.s. aircraft
would be produced.

Time is a critical factor: decisions made now will have
a major impact on u.s. aerospace sales and employment
in the 1980's. Once start-up sales are made, it will
be four years until certification is attained and before
volume deliveries can begin. In real terms this means
that if u.s. manufacturers are to start delivery of the
·next generation aircraft by 1981 -- the probable delivery
date for the European counterpart -- major sales commitments must be made by Fall 1977. Because of the lead
time required to finalize specifications, u.s. manufacturers'
decisions on the next generation aircraft should be made
this fall.
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The impact of market share on employment is substantial.
For example, on Boeing's existing lines a difference in
the production of thirty aircraft represents a difference
of 3,000 jobs. The job-generating potential of the next
generation aircraft is even more dramatic. Second year
added employment will mean 10,000 new jobs for the airframe
company, its engine supplier, and its vendors. By the
sixth year approximately 25,000 new jobs will have been
created, almost all requiring engineers, technicians
and other highly skilled labor.
The u.s. is currently ahead on wing and engine development.
If we announce an aircraft before the government-subsidized
Europeans, we will have greater total sales, lower aircraft
unit costs, and more man-years of employment. This competitive edge is the reason for pushing the production decision
to as soon as possible.

·~
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August 12, 1976
MEMORANDUM FOR:

William Gorog
Deputy Assistant to the President
for Economic Affairs

Subject: Aviation Noise Policy and Aircraft Replacement
As we discussed by telephone this morning, I understand that several
members of the White House staff have been considering alternatives
to the aircraft replacement financing proposal that I submitted to
the President on July 2. I do not believe that these alternatives
are well thought through, nor would they obtain the objectives as
effectively as the proposal I submitted to the President on July 2.
My reasons are as follows:
1. My proposal places primary reliance on revenues from user
charges collected by a 2% surcharge on the ticket tax and a 2% surcharge on the waybill freight tax. This surcharge is the substantial
equivalent of a price increase in an unregulated industry. The
revenues from the surcharge are distributed by a formula which
entitles each air carrier to a portion of the fund in the same ratio as
its system revenues bear to total system revenues. On an industrywide basis, this means that 85% of the benefits of the fund will accrue
to each carrier on the basis of its individual contribution; 15% of the
fund will be shared in on:ler to meet the particular needs of carriers
that have severe financial problems and a large number of aircraft
that do not meet the federal noise standards. The sharing element
is a small, but necessary, element of the total program because four
air carriers own 60% of the old four-engine jets that do not meet
federal noise standards, and three of those carriers (Pan Am, TWA,
and American) will have a very difficult time in securing financing
for the replacement of these aircraft.

2. The reason why our noise rule would affect different carriers
unevenly is at least, in part, a result of the way routes and fares
have been regulated by the CAB. The B-707 and DC-8 are used
primarily on long thin routes--routes awarded by the CAB and used
by TWA, Pan Am, American and United. Consequently these carriers
have a substantial portion of the burden.
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to remedy the gross inequities among the carriers in terms of financial
strength and need to replace airplanes, then some carriers with the
least need will have a substantial windfall. This windfall will not
only give them an unfair competitive advantage, but it may well
stimulate certain carriers to purchase more capacity than they need.
This perpetuates the problem of the early 70's where excess capacity
resulted in low load factors and low profits.
4. My proposal is very similar to one to which the air carriers,
with the exception of one airline, have tentatively agreed. This is a
good example of a cooperative, joint effort designed to achieve several
important national objectives including noise abatement, employment
opportunities, new technology, and improved export potential. An
Administration that espouses joint industry efforts to meet environmental and other problems should support this industry effort to meet
an industry problem.
5. There is a critical need for replacement airplanes for the
B-707s and DC-8s in 1981-1982. Without the fund that I propose, such
a replacement will probably not be available until a much later date.
Moneys from the replacement fund will give aerospace manufacturers
sufficient incentive to begin production of a new generation airplane
immediately .•
6. My proposal would provide about one-third of the cost of
replacing the noisiest jets. Carriers would have to secure private
sector finances for the remainder. Thus effective management and
a good prospective earnings picture would be essential to carrier
participation in this program, which would not substitute federal support
for private sector decision-making.
7. My proposal would minimize federal involvement. The fund
would be managed and operated by the carriers. The revenues would
not be federal dollars or a federal subsidy. The carriers would be
restricted in only three ways: They must use the money for replacement; they must meet FAA noise regulation deadlines, and unused
revenues at the end of ten years would revert to the ADAP Trust
Fund. The carriers could decide how to use their entitlement from
the replacement fund. Approval of this formula by the CAB is possible
under existing statutes; no legislation would be necessary for this purpose.
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8. My proposal would provide a portion of these revenues to
replacement costs for U.S. flag carriers. Any program that does
not include U. S. international service and does not provide for
participation by Pan Am, which has not had a profitable year since
1968, and TWA, which had about $86 million in losses in 1975,
would be incompl~te, if not grossly unfair, given the fact that these
carriers often compete against subsidized foreign air carriers and
that they will not benefit as much as the domestic carriers from
regulatory reform. My program will greatly enhance the Administration's seven point action plan for U.S. flag carriers and obviate
the need for subsidies, guaranteed loans, or other long-term federal
aid, which have been requested often by the carriers. It has been
carefully designed to permit participation by U. S. flag carriers without
the need for providing assistance to foreign carriers and without
violating any provision in treaties or bilateral agreements prohibiting
discrimination against foreign carriers.
9. Although there are other alternatives, the one I have recommended seeks to achieve the objective in the most equitable, efficient,
and short term manner. Other alternatives have problems. For
example, a straight fare increase would not permit dedication of the
revenues for aircraft replacement and would create pressures for
increased labor costs. The CAB sets rates on the basis of industry-wide
average historic costs and therefore does not take into consideration
either the prospective costs of replacing noisy airplanes or the
substantial difference in costs among the air carriers that will result
from new federal noise requirements. Thus, the surcharge represents
a more equitable substitute for a price increase because of the unique
way airline fares are regulated.
·
Federal loan guarantees would not allow the private market
place to operate in making decisions about whether air carriers are
a sound investment but would substitute substantial government,
interference. Government loans would have a similar effect and
require more government involvement over a long period of time.
If ADAP Trust moneys were used, not only would legislation be
required, thus inviting all kinds of Congressional.embellishments,
but substantial government monitoring and regulating would be required
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since we would be overseeing the expenditure of dollars that would
be characterized as federal. I have recommended the use of
ADAP funds for the retrofit of the two and three engine airplanes only,
but this is a deliberate attempt on my part to have the Congress
address the question of whether the noise reduction achievable is
cost effective. ·

&4_
William T. Coleman, Jr.
cc: Judith Hope, Domestic Council
Stephen Piper, CIEP
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DRAFT
August 7, 1976
Proposed Presidential Statement to
Accompany Approval of DoT Noise Policy Proposal
I have reviewed the aviation noise policy statement proposed by the Secretary of Transportation and concur with
its recommendation for a definitive program to abate
aircraft noise over an 8-year period.

On the basis of

my review of both the noise issue and the capital investment requirements of the airlines and the aircraft manufacturers, I believe that a limited Federal role in the
solution of these problems is necessary and appropriate.
There is a pressing need for clarification of Federal
aviation noise policy:

6

million Americans are affected

by aircraft noise at the present time.

Lawsuits are hamper-

ing the development of our air transportation system..

The

Department of Transportation's statement will announce our
action to reduce aircraft noise at its source through the
promulgation of noise standards for new planes and the
establishment of a fixed timetable for full compliance by
all aircraft.

The statement will delineate the major re-

sponsibilities of the carriers, the airport operators, and
the State and local Governments.
Further, the policy statement will promote public recognition and understanding of the economic costs associated

-2with achievement of the socially desirable goal of aircraft
noise abatement.
Role of Aerospace Industry
The

u.s.

aerospace manufacturers, the principal suppliers

of commercial jet transport equipment to the world's airlines, have an important role in achieving noise reduction.
In terms of both technology and economics, the best means
to achieve prompt and significant noise reduction at America's
major airports is by production of a new generation of aircraft.

Moreover, a commercially viable U.S. airframe and

engine manufacturing capability is an important national
~~~ct,

defenseA contributes more to our exporttrade than any other
manufac~uring

industry, and provides job opportunities for

over half a million people in high technology industries.
United States policy should support the private, profitable
U.S. aerospace industry so that it can continue to compete
in an expanding free and open world market without subsidy.
A commercially viable

u.s.

aviation manufacturing industry

can retain world leadership in all phases of aviation,
because it can develop and market those products which best
satisfy world demand for new aircraft -- aircraft

that

are tailored to the current and future needs of the marketplace, the need to maximize fuel efficiency and to minimize
adverse environmental impacts.

-3The role of the Federal Government in supporting the

u.s.

aircraft and engine manufacturers is important, yet should
be limited to: . (1) providing assistance in promoting aeronautical research and development;

(2) supporting the long

term financing of aircraft exports through such facilities
as Export-Import Bank credits and guarantees; and (3) seeking the elimination of trade barriers through multilateral
government practices, or from the granting of aid and
subsidies for the design, manufacture, and marketing of
competitive aircraft by foreign governments.
The commercial interests of the

u.s.

aircraft and engine

manufacturers are best served by policies that promote
the growth of air transport services world-wide and encourage
a return on air carrier earnings sufficient to attract
capital and to finance the purchase of advanced technology
commercial jet aircraft better suited to current market
and environmental needs.

It is equally important that U.S.

airframe and engine manufacturers have equality of marketing opportunity in all countries.

To the extent possible --

and within the confines of foreign policy and domestic security
considerations -- foreign and United States air carriers
should be encouraged and able to purchase aviation equipment on the basis of technological and commercial considerations alone.

.

.
-4In light of these considerations I have instructed
Secretary Coleman to proceed with a program to quite
aircraft noise and to encourage development and production
of new technology aircraft.

I have asked that he complete

promptly the development of several sections of his proposed policy statement, and to make that statement public
not later than September 1.

